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Introduction 
For s everal years the JJepartnent of Phy sic:::' of 
the l,:issouri 3 chool of I,ane s h8.s pr ~, cticed s ecti on-
ing of' it s cl8.,sG 8s in g e:"J.er'al }.Jl1y s i cs. The aim haa 
"b e en to segregate in one section the stu dent s of su-
pe1"ior -=:.bility , g iving t hem 8, course ir.:.cluding bOtll 
t he fun dan:.entals of J,,:l:-S ic s and the i r 2. ::=,,-:1 i :::. 3, ti ons 
in engineering. Th e ren c. i nG. c-:; x' 3.r e g i van a co'U.rse in 
fundamentals \7i thout I)lacing so much s tres s upon t he 
a pplications. ':1,'his second group--the 16.rg8r of the 
t ViQ--is fUl.'ther divided into t rio uneq1.~c~l groups, 
the smaller of \';hich i n clude s t ho ce student s '0':110 are 
expected to encounter diffic'U.l ty and need eSI)ecial 
att E:; ntion. ffhe pl.1rp OSe s of s uch division into i:;ec-
tions are t wo: 
1. To facilitate the instructional processes. 
2. To give the superior student an opportunity 
to proceed without the sense of being held 
back by others of the group, and to give the 
less fortunate student an opportunity to pro-
ceed without the feeling of helplessness 
which is likely to be present when bot.h types 
of students work in the same class. 
It must be here understood that placing a btudent in 
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a given section does not by any means predetermine or 
guarantee his grade. Each student is gre,ded upon the 
type of work which he does. One would expect, however, 
from the considerations u pon which the sectioning is 
done, that the grade averages of the two sections 
would differ. 
Various oriteria are used for determining the 
sections. The required physics oourses are plaoed in 
the second year of all ourrioula at the ldssouri 
Sohool of IViines. This makes possible the use of a 
student's first-year reoord as a criterion for assign-
ing him to a section. Another oriterion used to sup-
plement the first-year grade record is the student's 
soore on the Iowa Plaoement Examinations. The physics 
exarnination consists of t wo parts, the Training Series 
and tlleAptitude Series. These examinations are admin-
istered at the first t wo meetings of the olass in 
general physics, the Aptitude Examination being given 
on the first day and the Training Examination on the 
sucoeeding day_ The scor€~ made on the two examina-
tions are used in oonjunction with the soholastic re-
cords of the freshman year to determine the seotions. 
Where the data from the placement examinations 
were used to supplement other fairly reliable data, 
it was thought that the administration of the Iowa 
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Examina tions, reQu iring t wo periods, was "N:::<..steful of 
time. It was believed that an exali:.ination could be 
devised which could be . adriIinistered in a single period 
and furnish information of suff'icient worth. The MBIv: 
Physics Placement Examination 'Nas the result. 
This investigation is concerned ~ith a critical 
study of the e xamination. The aims of the stuc1y are 
to determine the probable viorth of the exaIflination as 
a unit and as compared with similar examinations. 
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Scope of Hork Done 
The historical development, purp0s.es, and func-
tions of placement examinations were studied, as were 
their form. and construction. An objective type place-
ment examination for · college physics VIas constructed. 
This examination was afu~inistered to 113 high school 
students distributed among seven schools. The results 
were studied to determine the validity and the relia-
bili ty of the examination. Slight revisions \.'ere 
made in the examination vlherever need for them was 
apparent from the study of the high school papers. It 
was then administered to 510 college students distri-
buted among four Missouri colleges and universities. 
From the group of pallers thus obtained reliability 
coefficients and norms were determined for the exami-
nation. The worth of the examination for predicting 
accomplishment in college physics classes was studied 
by correlating the examination scores VIi th the final 
term grades for each student. RegreSSion equations 
were formed by which final or term grades could be 
predicted from the placement exrunination scores or 




it Brief Survey of Placement Examinations 
Functions of Placement Exal!linations 
The cllief function of the placement eXaI.lin8.tion 
is prognosis. It is expected. to yield results which 
will enable the administr'ator to predict VI i th f s ir 
accuracy the character of work which a given individ-
ual is likely to do. It should afford a reasonable 
basis for sectioning a cla8s into homogeneous groups 
in each of which all individuals would be expected to 
make somewhat the same progress. It should afford 
the instructor a useful device for establishing aca-
demic relations with his class at the first meeting of 
the group. It should indicate to the student some-
thing of the preparation he is assumed to have made 
for the work upon which he is entering and introduce 
him to the nature of the material of the course. 
A Survey of Similar Investigations 
During the last quarter century much attention 
has been directed toward prediction of academic su~ 
cess. The importance attached to such prediction is 
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well expressed by bymonds in his L\:ceaSUreLlents in 
Secondary Educ~ation (?, page 363): "Science holds 
pr ediction as its most important aim and prognosis 
is the ultimate aim of endeavor in t:1e scientific 
study of education.tl 
Early studies of eX~jiinations for prediction 
had as their obJect the determination of general in-
telligence or the prediction of general mental at-
tainment. The first tests designed to predict 
achievement in specific subjects or courses were 
constructed by T. L; Kelley , who published his re-
sults in 1914 (11). His aim was stated as follows: 
"The endeavor of this study is to predict with a 
known, and as high as possible, degree of accuracy 
the capacity of the pupil to carry a prospective high 
school course." He devised four tests to predict 
ability in algebra, geometry, history, and English. 
The correlations of the test scores with achievement 
grades ranged from .44 for the English test down to 
.31 for the history test. The reliability of the 
tests was probably rather low. 
The next attempt of any importance to construct 
prognostic tests was that of Dr. Agnes Roger~who 
began her work in 1916 and published her results in 
1918. Correlations with achievement were much higher 
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than t hos e obtained by Kelley, running as high as .82. 
I,Lore will be said of her work later in this study. 
From the beginning of the u se of tests in pre-
diction, t~o distinct types of tests have been utilized. 
One is the general psychologi cal or intelligence tsst, 
'"hile the other is the subject matter test 1','hich m.ay 
be clesigned for ~rediction of gener8.~ schole.rship or 
more expressly for l)rediction in a given field. In-
telligence tests which have been widely used in such 
s tudies are: .Army ill;ha, designed during .b.IEerica.' s 
participation in the European VIar for us e in the U.S. 
jU-my; Terman Group Test of Kental Ab ility; Otis'J.roup 
Intelligence Scale; Thurstone Psychological Ex~~ina­
tions; the Brown Scale; and t he Thorndyke Intelligence 
Test, especially de~igned to mee t college needs. The 
average correl a tions of t hese tests v;' i th college mar'ks 
as determined by various investiga tors are given in 
Table l:t. 
:t1his table i s adapted from 0yJ.i10nds: ],:easureITJ.ent s in 
Secondary Educatio~, Table III, page 419, and from 
Stod.dard: Iowa Placement Exarllinations, Uni versi ty of 
Iowa Studies in Education, Vol. III, Ho. 2 , pages 11-12 . 
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TallIe 1 
Correlation of Intelligence Exa.rr.:.ination ;:J core s 
with College Grades 
Test Jordan lllc?hail Toops Hoke 
'llhorndyke .50 . 52 
Brovm .47 .40 
Thurstone .33 .40 .125 
Otis .44 .06 
Terman .48 . • 4 5 .48 
Army Alpha .415 .39 .40 
Gimilar data for these and other pl acelllent exami-
nations are g iven in Table 2 . 
Predictions by Various Tests of First 
Semester Grade Averages in College1 
Name of test r Source 
.J.U'my .Alpha · . . . . . . . . . . . .45 Stone (19 22 ) 
krmy iupha · . . . . . . . . . . . .44 Stone (19 22 ) 
1u:my Alpha · . . . . . . . . . . . . 33 s tone (19 22 ) 
Army .Alpha · . . . . . . . . . . . .50 Stone (19 22 ) 
.Axmy Alpha · . . . . . . . . . . . .41 De Camp (1921) 
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Table 2, continued. 
Name of' test r 
· . . . . . . . . . . .49 
';·l..I'my Alpha .44 
.A:rmy Alpha · . . . . . . . . . . 
i l..l'I1lY Alpha · . . . . . . . . . . . 35 
M iny .Al pha · . . . . . . . . . . .38 
.l..':,:rni.Y ..d.lpha · . . . . . . . . . . . 35 
Army lu. pha · . . . . . . . . . . .28 
iJ'my Alpha · . . . . . . . . . . .46 
Thorndyke I-III ...... • 60 
Thorndyke I •.•••....•. 4 7 
Thorndyl{e II •...••••. .45 
Thorndyke I-III .....• .51 
· . . . . . . . . . . . 
Thorndyke · . . . . . . . . . . . .41 
fThorndyke · . . . . . . . . . . . .41 
Thorndyke · . . . . . . . . . . . .41 
Council on Educ a tion • .62 
Council on Education • .54 
Thurstone · . . . . . . . . . . . .13 
Thurstone · . . . . . . . . . . . .29 
}Linne s ota · . . . . . . . . . . . 6 r, • v 
Terman Group ••••••••• • 48 
Brown Univer ~ ity .46 
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Gource 
Stoddard (19 25) 
EcPhail (19 24) 
Colvin (1919) 
Bridges 
Br i dges 
(19 22) 
(19 2. 2 
Br i dges (19~S) 
Bridges (1922) 
Van ~agenen (19 20) 
Thorndyke (19 <;;J ) 
Thorndyke (1922 ) 
Thorndyke (19 ;;:; 2) 




I.:cPha 11 (19 24 ) 
.~ to ddard (1925) 
ThuI'stone (19 25 ) 
:Hoke (1922 ) 
Thur s tone (19 22) 
J ohns ton (19 24) 
:Ioke (19 82 ) 
1.:cPha il (1924) 
':2 :101e ;;:; , continued ... 
~, . .., 
.... bOLi.rce 
Erm"!n "Uni ver;;.;i t:,r 
· 
• 
· · · 
!' .. " ~~ 
. "-,,,-' 
. . .... oJ ·'lc '> LL) :.Cr !l2.1 _ t <J~_ • 
Brov:n Univer;;.;ity • 
· · · 
• 
r-;;::a 
• ..,oJ Lc.r:iw.il (19 24) 
Brovm "['n i ver;;,ity • 
· · · · 
• ~: 7 
~niv9r~ ity of Texas •• • 49 Perrin (19 ;;";4) 
Iovm :Pl ac eli:en t 
3xc,lTinat i ons •.••• ti t") to . '75 ;S t o6.daro. (1 9;.36 ) 
Iowa Phys ics ~ptitude \:11180n (1930 ) 
IOVls. 2hysics Aptitude . 59 ::"ill son (1931} 
~o. School of Lines 
Eng. Dr awirig •••••• ,··r'":" .0'::: (1989) 
:l.l\.dapted from variau;;.; sources, the chief one beili.e; 
Harnmond and Stoddard: i~ Study of Placenent Exarni-
na tions, Bull. lIo. 15, Investigation of Bngineering 
Education , S.P.E.E. 
The tables indicate t hat the preuictive value of 
t he various examinations·is quite variable and is in 
most Cases undesirably low. It must be noted. that the 
correlations given are between the exarninations and 
average grades. When these tests are used to predict 
success in a single subject, results are even less 
satisfactory. C. L. Stone (17, pages 298-302) at-
tempted to use lJ:my Alpha for this purpose, obtaining 
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coefficients of correlation ranging from -.ll to .50. 
He tried to use the v8.rj,ous p9..rts of the test for 
guiding students in their choice of courses, but he 
deterniined that the test was valueless for such purposes. 
The general conclusions derived from the work of 
various investigators concerning the use of intelli-
gence examinations for prediction are: 
1. Such examinations have more 1North for predicting 
general academic success than attainment in spe-
cific subjects. 
2. Such exrurrinations are better for prediction of 
college success t han are high school marks. 
3. They are superior to subject-matter exruninations 
for the prediction of general academic success, 
but inferior to such examinations for prediction 
of attairuaent in single subjects. 
During recent years great development h9.5 been 
made of subject-matter exruninations for general and spe-
cific predictiv e purposes. Outstanding are the tests 
prepared under the direction of Professor L. L. Thur-
stone in response to ~ demand made in a resolution 
passed by the SOCiety for the Promotion of Engineering 
Eduoation at its Baltimore meeting in ,June, 1912 (1E)): 
"That this society through its COl:uni ttee on 
AdmiSSion, or otherwise, recommend that as a 
-11-
matter of expertnient and research, psychologica.l, 
'objective', 'trad.e', or other sirdlar tests be 
given to all students after admission to engineer-
ing courses of study and t hat the ratinSG thus 
obtained. be compared wi tb their subsequent scho-
le.stic success. 1I 
Six tests were prepared, fi ve of which may be consider-
ed as subject-matter tests, wh ile the sixth is the 
Thurstone Psychological Examination. Results obtained 
from administration to nearly ei!£;ht thousand s tudents 
entering eng ineering colleges are given in Table 3. 
Table 3 
Correlation between the Thurstone Group Tests 
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The complete series of tests given as a battery 
gave correla tions running from .19 to .26, the median 
being .46. It was found that single tests in a specif-
ic subject were not of themselves very reliable bases 
for prediction of general academic success, tut that 
they were more reliable than high school grades. It 
should be noticed that the Thurstone Group of tests 
did not propose to predict results in s pecific subjects. 
Among the first stUdies devoted to a test for prog-
nosis in a particular subject was that of Dr. Agnes 
Rogers (15, pages 72-74), referred to above. Dr. Rogers 
was interested in predicting mathematical ability in 
high school stUdents. She prepared a battery of six 
diagnostic tests which she afuLinistered to 2 group of 
114 students, all of whom were girls. Correlations ob-
tained between the marks on the test battery and math-
ematics grades were .62 for one group of 53 individuals 
and .82 for another group of 61 individuals. These 
coefficients are quite high, but the working groups 
were not sufficiently large to assure their reliability. 
The outstanding attempt at prediction in specific 
subjects is the series of' tests known as the Iowa 
Placement Examinations constructed at the State Univer-
sity of Iowa by Dr. George D. Stoddard under the general 
direction of Dean C, ' E. Seashore of the Graduate College 
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~n~ Prof e s sor G. ~ . Huch of t he College of Education. 
The se exalninations consti t ute a series of educ e. tional 
te ~ts designed to me a~ure the trai ning and a ptitude 
of s tudent s for s ub j ects comlnonly included in the 
first y ear of engineering curricula. Each subject is 
represented by t wo ex cminations: an aptitude examina-
tion which is a s pecial kind of intelligence test, and 
a training examination -::h ich is an ob ,iecti ve content 
examination. As outlined by the authors (10), t he ap-
titude examination is designed to measure those par-
ticular mental abilities \7hich probably constitute a 
f actor in subsequent success in the particular subject, 
, • .-hile the training examination :'1e asures the character 
of the previous training in the subject, also, the 
amount of' previous training. The bociety for the Pro-
motion of Engineering Education cooperated in the study 
of the Iowa Examinations by having the examinations 
given to students . in a large number of schools through-
out the country, thus runassing considerable data on the 
val idi ty and reliab ili ty of' the exami nations. Their 
accuracy of prediction is s :i:lOwn in Table 4. It will be 
noted that the correlation coefficients in this table 
are relatively higher than those in Table 1, page 8, 
which gives correlations between general intelligence 
examinations and general scholastic success. 
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Table 4 
Correlation betYlTeen Iowa Placement Examinations 
and First 6emester Grades in the Subject1 
Exarnina t i on hean coef- Range of coef-
ficient ticients 
Chemistry Aptitude .48 
Chemistry Training .52 
Chemistry Aptitude plus 
Chemistry Training .52 
English Aptitude .46 
English Training .54 
English Aptitude plus 
English Training .52 
Foreign Language Aptitude .52 
French Training .56 
Spanish Training .53 
Mathematics Aptitude .46 
Mathematics Training .51 
11athematics Aptitude plus 
Mathematics Training .51 
Physics Aptitude .47 















1Adapted from A Study of Placement Examinations, Bulletin 
--_ ..• . { ... .. - .. 
15, Society f'or the Promotion of Engineering Education. 
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A comparison of true 'North can be made, however, 
only between the data given above for the 10\'[8. Exami-
nations and siruiL'lr data concerning examinat ions used 
to predict in a single subject. Table 5 furnishes such 
a comparison. A study of Tables 4 and 5 leads to the 
conclusion that t he Iowa Examinations excel. 
Table 5 
Prediction by Intelligence Te s ts of First Semester 
Grades in Specific Subjects in College 1 
Description oi' te s t r Source 
University of Texas (:Chemistry) .30 Stoddard 
'llhorndyke I (C hemistry) .27 St oddard 
Thorndyke I (Chemis try) .41 Stoddard 
University of Texas (Engl i sh) .54 Perr in 
r.rhorndyke I (English) .42 Stoddard 
Thorndyke I (English) .36 Stoddard 
University of Texas (Mathematics). 36 Perrin 
Thorndyke 1 (lIla t hema tic s) . 23 Stoddard 
Thorndyke I (Romance Language) .25 Sto ddar d 
Univerbity of Texas (Physics) . :51 Perrin 
Mo. School of Mines (Drawing) .63 Mann 
1Adapted from various publications. 
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Description of the Eissouri School of Ivi:ines 
Physics Placement Exrunination 
The examina tion is divided into four parts. 
Part One measures the elementary matheIl1'3.tical pro-
cesses u s ed in physics. It contains thirty items 
which belong to t wo distinct types. Some of t he 
items are tests in logic designed to mee.sure the 
abi l ity of the student to dr~w conclusions from 
given ob s ervations. The majority of the items mea-
sure the simple arithmetic and algebra involved in 
problems frequently occuring in a course in college 
physics. 
Part Two is essentially an interest test. Its 
form might be called pictor ial recognition. It con-
sist s of t hirty-four sketches or diagrams of devices 
involving some conrrnon important physical principle. 
The pictures are nmnbered consecutively. They are 
accompanied by a list of the names of the devices 
illustrated. These names are arranged in random or-
der with a blank before each in which the student 
is to place the number of the corresponding sketch • 
. While this part to some extent presupposes a partial 
knowledge of elementary physics, it is expected that 
the majority of students will have acquired more of 
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this information through their various individ.ual 
associations than through formal instruction, and 
the extent of knowledge displayed by the student in 
this part of the examination should be a measure of 
his interest in applied physics. It is logical to 
aSSUIlle that interest in a subject 'J.ill be a factor in 
success in the subject. 
Part Three is made up of three selections of 
material from a standard textbook in college physics 
written especially for technical SChools. Based 
upon these selections is e set of precisely worded 
true or false statements which are intended to mea-
sure the ability of the student to grasp and utilize 
what he has read. One of the selections makes use 
of a lettered diagram in order to test the student's 
ability to make use of the pictures and diagrams that 
supplement his text. 
Part Four is also essentially an interest test. 
It is held that the student who has particular fit-
ness and liking for physics will have built up a fund 
of knowledge through his reading ~nd other activities, 
and that the extent of this fund of knowledge will be a 
measure of probable scholast ic success in the sub ject. 
Accordingly, Part Four is made up of tLirty statements 
involving fundamental concepts of physics and their 
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application. The recognition type of question. ~ ith 
choice of ans'wer to be Hade from five offered was u sed 
in order to eli::::linate as cOL~pletely as possible the 
effects of chance answers. 
The entire test COnSUli'leS forty-eight minutes of 
actual ~orking time, distributed as follows: Part One, 
fourteen minutes; Part Two, eight rn.inutes; Part Three, 
fifteen minutes; Part Four, ten minutes. 
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Hesul ts of ..:.';.dlEinistration to High School Students 
Introductory utater.len t 
The eXaIflination was administered in the spring of' 
1930 to 113 high school pupils distributed a.:nong seven 
schools. ..approxim.a tely ninety-five per cent 01' the 
113 pupils were seniors vi i thin a few days of graduation. 
The remainder, with one exception, were juniors. One 
sophomore who express ed e. desire to take the exa.mina-
tion was permitted to do so. His score was the second 
highestf'rom his school and relatively high among the 
113 scores. 
The aims for administering the test in the high 
bchools were: 
1. To obtain a set of' papers to serve as an eval-
uation index f'or the exrunination. 
2. To discover any inherent defect in content, 
arrangement, time limits, etc. 
3. To determine what differences, if any, the 
examination might bring out between students 
who had taken a course in physics in the high 
school and students who had not taken such a 
course. 
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The II:issouri schooL" cooperating in the study 
and the number of students used fr om each rlere as 
follows: Rolla, (45); Bt • .Tames, (18); Pacific, (12); 
Sullivan, (11); "[ebster Groves, (12); 6alem, (8); 
Dixon, (7). .'1.11 the stu dents were boys exce pt one of 
the V!ebster Groves group and sixteen of the Holla 
gr oup_ Of these girls who were permitted to take the 
examination, six had completed a course in high school 
physics. 
Discussion of Norms 
Norms are standards which enable comparisons be-
t w" een individual scores, group scores, or the scores 
of individuals and group scores. A student's accom-
plishment may be compared with that of hi s class; o"ne 
cla ss may be compared with another; one instructor's 
results with another's, etc. 
Norms in general are of two types--measures of 
central tendency and measures of variability. ~£ost 
important among the former are the mean, the median, 
the quartiles, and the percentiles. Most important 
among the latter are the quartile deviation, the av-
erage deviation, and the standard deviation. The 
latter is most often used. The particular measure to 
be used will depend upon the purpose for vvhich it is 
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to be used. It is qu ite pos sible fo r one t ype of 
me a sure to be of little value for com~arative pur~oses, 
while another t ype has grea t value. For example, t wo 
sets of measures mi ght hav e t he san e mean, but the dis-
tributions be Buch t hat t he standard deviati on of one 
be t wice t hat of t h e other. ObViously , compari son of 
the means of t he two sets of measures accomplishes 
nothing; Vie must utilize s ome measure vJL'l ieh ':rill fur-
nish a compari son of the variation of the trait being 
measured in the two groups from the average of the 
trait for each group. The standard deviation is such 
a measure. 
The distribution, mean, median, and range of the 
scores made by the compos ite h i gh school gr cup are 
given in Table 6. 
Table 6 
Ivieans, }i.iedians, and Ranges Obtained from PapeI' s 
Written by High School Students 
Group N 1Tean Median Range:t. 
Entire 113 61.85 57.0 11 2-17 
High 8chool physic s 45 80.8 81.0 113-44 
No H. (-u. physics 68 48. 33 46.5 98-17 
-------------------------------------------------------
1Maximum range is 126-0. 
-------------------------------------------------------
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The arithmetic mean is quite satisf:lctory; consid-
ering the nature of the examination and the nature of 
the groups to which it vms adrainiotered. The ratio 
betv-i een the mean score and the perfect score compares 
qUi te 'iiell with this ratio for various examinations of 
the same general type as the eXt1u ination being studied. 
The ratio mean score + perfect score is .49. This 
ratio for the Iowa Placement Examinations ranges from 
.37 for the Chemistry Training Examination to .62 for 
the English Aptitude Examination. 
For a perfect distribution, that is, one following 
the normal probability curve, the mean and median scores 
should be identical. They actually differ by 4.85 
points and by seven test papers. Increasing the number 
of cases would likely cause the mean and median scores 
to approach each other. 
Variabil i ty norms obtained for the high school dis-
tribution are given in Table 7. 
Table 7 










Critical Study of t he Examination 
Among other questions which this preliminary in-
vestigation vi i th high school students attempts to 
answer are the following: (1) I s the examination suf-
ficientl y valid? (2) Is it reliable? (3) Does it de-
tect sufficient differences in student ability to be 
used as a criterion for sectioning classes? 
A worthl'ihile examination must have high validity. 
Ruch (2) defines validity as follows: "By validity is 
meant the degree to which a test or examination mea-
sures what it purports to measure. Validity might also 
be expressed more simply as the ' worth-whileness' of 
the examination." He states f'urther, "For an exami-
nation to possess validity it is necessary that the 
materials actually included be of prime importance, 
t hat the questions sample widely among the essentials 
over which complete mastery can reasonably be expected 
on the part of' the pupils, and that proof can be brought 
forward that the test elements (questions) can be de-
fended by arguments b 8. sed on more than personal opinion." 
The chief methods of validation for this test were anal-
ysis of text books and courses of study, rulalysis of 
similar examinations, and judgement of competent persons. 
The content of the examination is such that it should 
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have high validity. 
Comparison of the scores made by stuJ6nts havi ng a 
high school course in physics r[ i th the scores made by 
students not having such a course indic ates that the 
exalllination does contain sufficient matter pertaining 
to knowledge of physics to be selective. Con se~uently, 
one may expect that among students . who have had. E O ad-
vance preparation the higher scores will be made by 
individuals having a natural liking for things of a 
physical nature. It is reasonable to assmue t hat such 
students will have a better chance of survival than other 
types, and it s hould be a function of t.is t ype of test 
to discover such students. 
Reliability is a highly i mportant criterion of a 
good examination. Ruch (2) defines reliability as fol-
lows: "By reliability is meant the degree to 1'.'hich a 
test or examination measures what it really does measur e, 
not necessarily '.'ihat it purports to measure. Reliabi l ity 
is synonymous with accuracy of measurement. In mat he-
matical terms it is often identical with self-cor relc.t ion, 
or the extent to which two samples of the s ame thing , e. g ., 
ability in arithmetic, yield the same numerical scor es." 
The reliability of the test and its various parts 
as calculated by standard statistical procedure i s quite 
satisfactory. The reliabilities are given in Table 8. 
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'L'able 8 
ReliGb i:ity Coef ficients 
I)art r .... r 
-"-
co 
One .905 + .0;;;;1 • ~1 51 
.949 + .OlG .974 
-
Three .896 + .023 .946 
Four . 8 92 + .OS4 .944 
Entire .966 + .0044 .988 
These coefficients were obtained by the chance-half 
method of correlation. The 113 scored papers were 
spli t into two hypothetical forms by sUInming separately 
the scores on the even-nUIflbered a.nd odd-m.l.,'nbered items. 
Pearson product moment coefficients of correlation v,ere 
then obtained between these t wo forms. This gave the 
reliabili ty of one-half the test. The reliability of 
the entire test we.s then determ.ined by substituting 
n = 2 in the Spearman (Brown) prophecy; f ormula, 'o'.: 11ic11 is: 
nr 
1 + (n -1) r 
in which r is the coefficient of correlation between t~e 
half forms. 
The colUlDll in the above table headed ifrl ~ g ives 
the index of reliability. This is the coe : ficient of 
correlation between a set of obtained scores and their 
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corresponding true scor ;':;s, the true f.;:core of an indi v id-
ual b e ing t [~e 3.\ler :c~ ge of a l a rge number of meaSUreTll€nts 
made o f' t he g iven in<1i v i dua l on t he sa,:ne or dupl icate 
tests under 2I'6cisely the saJ:~e c ondi ti ol1s. r211e index 
of reliability is EI.lso the IU;'.xilfJJIil value wh ich the re-
liability coeff icient rx can talce. 'TIllis follmIs 1'r:::>111 
the state:c~ent by :;:,elley (l~, page 327) tr •••• t he high-
est possib1 6 correlation which can be obtained {except 
/:is chance might occasionally let to hi ,;;her s IJurious 
correlation} bet;'lcen a test and a second Measure is ,;: i th 
that -,..,l1ich truly represents 'lV hat the test actually mea-
sures, --that is, · the correlation between the test 8nd 
true score s of individuals in j ust such tec;ts.1l Zelley 
(-' .... ,. ",. S'lloc'n .( 1''': 
_.L .. _'. "-" ) . c.) , pages 34-71) that the correlation between 
a series of obtained scores and their cor responding 
"true 11 score s r:lay be found fr om the for.mula 
in which r i s the reliability coefficient obtained from 
x 
duplic a te forms of the sar;:le test. Since the value of rx 
can never be greater t han unity, it is seen that t he 
index of reliabili·ty c &n never exceed unity. The valu8s 
of r obtained in this study are Quite high. 
-Comparison of the qu :..: rtile range (31.J) Vi ith the 
total r c.rige (96) indic ::'l tes that the exa.:.ination has 
high selecti vi ty ",-,h ich '.·/ ill enable h i gh , E E.:dium, or 10l'l 
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sections to be ~':G t er: ~in 0_;C fl~O},1 the results 0:' its 0.0.-
winistr:.:tion to a large group of .:;.tucient;..;. i':i i~J :.'..:s 
~.; ell indic 2ted gre, j- ~lice.ll? 1;:y- the a:9pena.ed cl1.rve, Fig. 1. 
The v:::l::-Lidi t y of t-.]8Se results for sectioning must be 
deterLlined from a st'udy of' their use for t ll!:lt rurpo~e. 
I'?i8 preli ;," inary inve6tigati on reyealeCt a few mechan-
ical faults ',711 io11 could be and ere corrected before 
the examination was prepared in final form for adciin-
istration to college students. It was found that the 
arraEger:-.en t uf part S VJas not perhaps most advantageous 
for ailininistration to high school students. Part One 
seems to have been the hardest and Part Three the 
e c~ siest for high school pupils, and these parts perhaps 
should have been interchanged for the best psycholog-
ical effect. In an attempt to discover the a pparent 
cause of the difficulty of Part One for high school 
stUdents the INri ter discussed that part with a number 
of the students taking the exrurrination. The general 
opinion W~iS that they llL_d forgotten TIluch of their , e_l-
gebra, \v11ich most 01' them had completed approximately 
three years previously. The explanation appears rather 
lame, however, in view of the simple nature of the 
mathematics involved in Part One. Inasmuch as the 
stUdents of the Missouri School of 1:ines will have 
completed a year of freshman mathematics before the 
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examination is admi nistere d to t hem, it i s t hought 
t hat f oI' t hese student s the or i g inal arrangement of 
parts s hould pr ove satisfactory . 
The time li.L~ it:3 as s et s eellled to be quite s atis-
f actory. In genere.l, t he omissions vlere well scattered 
throughout the answers to the test items ·rather than 
conc entra ted near the ends of tIle various parts. This 
would indicate t hat t he omi s sions were due chiefly to 
ignorance of the answer rather than to l ack of ti ilie . 
Sixty-three of the students took the examination under 
the direct supervision of the writer, who noticed few 
evidences of insufficient or surplus time. 
A summary of the statistical analysis of the high 
school papers is given in Table 9 on the following 
page. 
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. Table 9 
Statistical Data on the Examination Papers 
Written by High School Students 
If (Number of cases) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 113 
lJ~axim~ possible score . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 126 
Minimum possible score . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o 
Range ..•.•..... " ........•.•..••• "..... 113-1? 
Arithmetic mean ••••••••••••••••••••• 61.85 
Median score •••••••••••••••••••••••• 57 
Upper quartile · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 76.3 
Lower quartile · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45.1 
Quartile range · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31.2 
~uartile deviation •••••••••••••••••• 15.6 
Average deviation ••••••••••••••••••• 21.8 
Standard deviation (S .Il. ) . . . . . . . . . . . 
Probable error of a score ...... :- .... 




r x , coefficient of reliability ••.••• 0.966~ .0044 
r~, index of reliability •••••••••••• 0.988 




Results of Administration to College Students 
Introductory Statement 
The examination Wb S administered to high school 
students merely to obtain material for a prelilliinary 
study as outlined in Part II. With such a group the 
test is probably an "aptitude t t examination to a 
greater degree t han with the college group.. With the 
latter the examinati on becomes lilore of the nature of a 
training test, since the students have had greater op-
portunity to learn something of the material over which 
the testing is done. Since the examination is to be 
used with college groups for prognostic purposes, its 
value ao a prognostic test can best be determined by 
administe~ing it to a group of college students and 
studying the results. 
Accordingly, after a few slight changes had been 
made in the examination where need for them was pointed 
out by the set of high school papers, an edition was 
pre pared for administration to college students. The 
examination was administered in September, 1930, to a 
class of 130 second-year men students at the Missouri 
School of Mines. This group of papers served as a 
basis for an exhaustive study of the test, results of 
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which will be found on succeeding pages. 
To secure a supplementary group of papers arrange-
ments were made with the departments of physics at Wash-
ington Uni versi ty, hLissouri Uni vers i ty, and Central 
College to give the examination to their basic physics 
classes at the first meeting of each class. The Wash-
ington University group of 213 students was approximately 
two-thirds first-year engineers. The Missouri Univer-
sity group consisted of 118 individuals, approximately 
all of whom were eng ineering students. The Central 
College group of 49 students was comprise d chiefly of 
students of liberal arts, some of whom were vlOmen. 
The final standing of each student at the end of 
the term was obtained to determine the degree to which 
the student's accomplishment might be predicted by his 
placement ' examination score. 
Distribution of Scores 
The scores obtained on the examination indicat e a 
tremendous variation in the skills and abilities tested. 
The total number of students taking the test was 51Q. 
The score frequencies for this group are given in 
Table 10. That the examination adequately lr;,easures 
differences of individual performance is gr f::,phically 
shown by Fig. 2. 
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Table 10 
Frequency Distribution of ;;:Jcores 
(]'requency column gives the number of students 
whose scores fell within corresponding score 
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Fig 2. Distributioll or ..5core.5 tnacle i?Y 510 co/lege .5fu-
dent.5 on fheexamlnalion 
Norms for the College Group 
Norms are measures by which the results of a 
test may be compared with the results of other tests. 
The meaning and use of the various norms are discussed 
on page 21. Table 11 gives percentile norms ,~I nd means 
for the composite college group and for the groups 
from the four different schools. All papers in a given 
group were used to determine the norms for that group. 
Table 11 
Percentile Norms and Medians for College Groups 
Com- I,assouri Missouri Wash. Central 
posite 
N 510 

































78.4 58. 03 
72.0 80.5 80.79 63.33 
75.94 86.0 86.39 70.0 
79.05 90.0 93.21 75.0 
85.29 93.66 98.48 79.0 
88.88 96.43 103.18 85.0 
91.36 i8155 105.48 87.5 
94~09 100.55 107.03 89.16 
101.66 105.71 113.75 95.0 
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Variability ner ms for the college groups are given 
in 'rable 12. All papers Vlri tten by a given group were 
used in calculating the norms for that group. 
Table 12 
Variability Norms for College Groups 
Norm All M.B.M. Mo. U. W. U. C~ntral 
~uartil e deviation 12.45 10.68 · 10.23 13.54 14.08 
Average deviation 13.04 11.87 13.24 14.07 14.91 
Standard deviation 16.72 14.05 16.19 16.24 17. 33 
No. of papers 510 130 118 213 49 
Reliability of the Examination 
Table 13 gives reliability coefficients and indexes 
of reliability for the examination and each of its four 
parts as determined from the 130 papers written by stu-
dents at the I~:;issouri School of Mines. The meaning of 
these coefficients and the method of their calculat ion 
are discussed on pages 25 to 28 in the account of the 
preliminary investigation with high school students. 
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Table 13 
Reliabili ty of the Examination 
Part r r PErx PEr ... x 
-
One .822 .907 .019 .0103 
Tv[o .924 .967 .008 .004 
Three .866 .939 .015 .007 
Four .879 .937 .013 .007 
Entire .881 .938 .011 .007 
The probable errors in the last columns of the table 
are the probable error::.; of the coefficients due to r e.ndom 
sampling of c ases. They were determined from the formula 
PE 
r = 
1 - r8 
<)IN 
in which r is the coefficient and N is the numb er of 
cases from which it W!3. S determined. A probable error 
of, s ay , .01 for a coefficient of .80 signifies that 
the chance s are even that the value of the coefficient 
lie::> between .79 and .81. It may be inferred that as 
the number of cases be comes larger the value of PEr 
becomes smaller. 
The probable error of an individual score may 
be obtained by use of the formula 
PEscore = '.6745 SD Yl- r 
in which sn is the standard deviation of t he me asures 
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and r is the reliability coefficient of the eX~lli-
nation. T!'or the :', ~issouri School of :" ines grou:p the 
?l:i:score was found to be 3.87. Tids lilay I)e interp.:. eted 
as follows: The chances are f ifty out of a hundred 
that an obta.ined Sc ,)re of, :3U:' , CC on the exrunination 
re~Jresents a true score of 50±3 . 87, or, expr essed 
in another ymy, fifty per cent of the obtained scores 
are in error (as cOHlIJared with their true scores) by 
~ot more than ± 3.87 points. 
Comparisons of probable errors for a single score 
for different exarrr i nations TIill not give a comparison 
of reliabilities unles~ the size of the scale unit for 
each exar"!I i [lation is the Bruhe. If the l1robable error 
is divided by the standard deviation, this factor is 
equalized. This ratio, PEscore, is a good comparative 
3D 
measure of reliability. The smaller this ratio, the 
more efficient is the examination. The ratio PEscore 
Mean 
is also sometimes used to compare the reliabilities 
of different tests, but is usually not so well re-
garded as the other. 
The reliability measures of the examination are 
compared in Table 14 with similar measures for various' 
other examinations. The close agreement of the figures 
indicates satisfactory reliability for the Missouri 
School of Mines physios examination. 
'rable 14 
He1iabili t y Dat a for Various Te s ts 
Test N 3D rx PEscore PEscore/SD 
hi. S , I,_, B1ysics 130 1 6 .7 , 88 3 .9 0 . 23 
l;~· . b • L .. . Drawing 1 60 22 .0 . 81 6 .41 . 29 
Iowa Phy . Apt. 100 19 . 0 . 8 9 4. 2 . 22 
Iowa Phy . Tr. 1 00 24.4 .85 6 .4 . 26 
Iowa Chern . Apt . 100 17. 5 . 88 4. 0 . 23 
Iowa Chem. Tr. 1 00 28.0 .93 5.1 .18 
Iowa },;ath. Apt. 100 7~0 .86 1.7 . 24 
Iowa hlath . Tr. 100 10.4 .88 2 .4 . 23 
Another method of indicating t he reliability of the 
diff erent parts of an examination is the coef ficient of 
correla tion b etween t he parts of a test and t he entire 
test. Generally s peak ing, a part which shows low inter-
. 
correlation with oth~r parts but h igh correl ation with 
t he whole test is desirable. Inter-part correlations 
will u sually not be relatively high because the different 
parts of a test usually contain different ~inds of ma-
terial. High inter-part correlation is likely to indi-
cate that the t wo parts repres ented by t he coefficient 
measure the same trait, and the only advantage obtained 
by using both parts is the greater reliability secured 
from the increased length of the test. 
Interpart correlations are given in Tables 15a to 
15e. 'rhe resul ts given for l..Ii ssouri University, Central 
College, and the Missouri School of ~ines were obtained 
fr om the entire group of test papers from each school. 
The data of Table 15a were obtained from a chance sample 
of one hundred papers chosen alphabetically from the 
college groups, t he number chosen from each being pro-
portional to the number of papers in the gr oup . Alpha-
betical sampling was also used to obtain one hundred 
paper~ from the Washington Unive~sity group to obtain 




































Interpart Correlations, Mo. School of Mines 
Part 1 Part 2 Part :3 Part 4 Total 
Part 1 .822 .205 .387 .508 .609 
Part 2 .205 .924 .343 .591 .877 
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lJ.1able 15b, continued 
Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Part 4 Total 
Part 3 .387 . 343 . 8 66 .502 .627 
Part 4 .508 .591 .502 .879 .875 
Total .609 .877 .602 .895 .881 
1Underlined figures are part reliabilities discussed 
on page 38. 
---------------------------------~-----------------
Table 15c 
Interpart Correlations, Missouri University 
Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Part 4 Total 
Part 1 .362 .357 .522 .697 
Part 2 .362 .289 .554 .814 
Part 3 .357 .289 ... -~- .608 .720 
Part 4 .522 .554 .608 .783 
Total .697 .814 .720 .783 
Table 15d 
Interpart Correlations, Washington University 
Part 1 Part 2 Part :3 Part 4 Total 
Part 1 .289 .417 .535 .642 
Part 2 .289 .439 .503 .853 
Part 3 .41'7 .439 .563 .619 
Part 4 .535 .503 .563 .873 
Total .642 .853 .619 .873 
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Table 15e 
Interpart Correlations, Central College 
Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Part 4 Total 
Part 1 .802 .• ~32 .515 .623 
Part 2 .802 .156 .587 .747 
Part 3 .332 .156 .468 .627 
Part 4 .515 .587 .468 .875 
Total .623 .747 .627 .875 
Comparison of Results Obtained from College Group 
having High School Physics and College Group 
not Having High School Physics 
It is to be expected that the student who has 
successfully completed a oourse in physios in the 
high school might obtain a higher score on the exami-
nation than the student who has not completed suoh 
a course. ThiS, perhaps, is the desirahle thing; it 
is reasonable to assume that the average student who 
enters a course in oollege physios should be better 
prepared to pursue the work if he has suocessfully 
completed a high school oourse than it he has not had 
such a oourse. If this h,pothesis be valid, it may be 
inferred that a placement examination designed for 
sectioning purposes should b~ able to differentiate 
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between the t TIO clas ~es of students. 
The papers obtained from the various colleges 
were studied to de termine to what extent the exami-
nation mi ght di ffere nti ate be t ween the t wo cla sses of 
students. Of the 510 students who took t he exami-
nation, 492 indicated whether or not they had taken a 
high school physics course. Of t his number 362 had 
completed the h igh school course, while ·130 had not. 
The fre quency distribution of scores for the two 
groups is given in Table 16. Direct comparison of t lJe 
data given in the table is facilitated by Fig. 3, which 
shows the per cent of each group having scores within 
given deciles of the range. 
A study of Table 16 reveals an interesting situ-
ation. From the thiEtieth up through the seventieth 
decile it is note d that the larger per cents are found 
in the group which did not have physics in high school. 
Beginning with the eightieth decile and continuing 
through the remainder of the table it is noted that the 
larger per cents are found in the group which had phys-
ics in high school. If the decile intervals of the 
score range of the examination be considered approximate 
measures of the intelligence levels of the groups fall-
" ing wi thin the respective deciles, it may b'e concluded 
that the general class of students electing high school 
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physics is COIll!)osed of students of superior mental ability. 
Table 16 
Frequency Distribution of Scores Made by 
College Students Having Physics in High School and 
College Students not Having Physics in High School 
Score Number Per cent 
Interval No H.S. lI.S. No H.S. H.S. 
Physics Physics Physics Physics 
30-39 1 0 .8 0 
40-49 9 3 7.0 .8 
.. 50-59 15 3 11.5 .8 
60-69 25 31 19.2 8.5 
70-79 43 62 33.1 17.1 
80-89 15 78, 11.5. 21.6 
90-99 1'" ,) 75 10.0 80.7 
100-109 6 76 4.6 21.0 
110-119 3 33 2.3 9.1 
120-126 0 1 0 .3 
Totals 130 362 99.9 99.9 
Measures of variability and oentral t endenoy for 
both groups are given in Table 17. It must be remem-
bered in oomparing these measures that the group having 
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Fig 3. CompQr/.son ofd/.sfrl buf/on of scores mcrde by 
qroup having PhysiCs In hl5h .5chool and group not 
hdv/ng Physics In high .schoo!' 
the other. :rv~easures for the entire group are also 
given for purpoBes of comparison. 
Table 17 
Me asur eB of Central Tendency and Variab ili ty 
for College Groups Having and not Having High School 
Physics and for the Composite Group 
Measure Group having Group not having Composi te 
H. S . physics E. G. physics group 
:rv:e En 90,14 74.15 84.28 
Ihedian 90. 52 73. 26 86.75 




102.57 85.42 95 .52 
.A. .D. 12.68 12 .53 13.04 
8 . D. 15.23 16.45 16.72 
PEscore:t 3.53 3.82 3.87 
PE IS.D. 
score .23 .23 .23 
------------------------------------------------------
:tPEscore = .0745 S .D. -V 1 - r , where r is the relia-
bility coefficient. The reliabili t y coefficient used 
is that obtained from the .entire group of Missouri 
School of ~ines papers. 
------------------------------------------------------
~he group of papers written by Missouri ~chool of 
Mines students waB studied to determine the effect of 
a high school physics course on t he number of correct 
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answers appearing for each item. It was found that 
on the ffiajority cf the items of the test the per cent 
of correct answers given ,by the group having physics 
in high school was larger than the per cent of cbrrect 
am3\/ers g iven by the group not having high school :f.!hys-
ics. There was little difference apparent for Part 
Three of the test; the greatest differences s.ppeared 
on Parts 'l'wo and Four. These differences were expected, 
in view of the nature of the material contained in these 
parts. ';l. complete tabulation of t hese data is rather 
lengthy to indlude here; it i l.- given at the close of the 
paper in Appendix A. 
It now becomes necessary to test the hypothesis 
t hat completion of a high scllool course in =Jhysics con-
tributes to the ::.; tudent t s ability to proceed with col-
lege physics. 
It is evident that the results obtained from the 
exwhination indicate differences between students who 
have studied physics in lltgh s chool and those who have 
not. ..t~ study of the final grade distribution"s for the 
two groups reveals only slight differences in the per 
cent of each group receiving the same letter grades • 
.A study Df failures and withdrawals likewise indicates 
few differenoes. Sixty-five of the test group were 
reported as failures and forty-five as withdrawals. 
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Of tlle failures, forty-five had stu d. ied phys ics in 
high school while t wenty had not. Of the withdrawals, 
. t v; enty-seven had. otudied physics in high school; eight-
een h a d not. 1'he ratios between these numbers are 
rou i:;hly the saLle as that between the total nurnbers of 
the two groups. 
From these considerations it might seem that com-
pletion of high school physics has little to do with 
subsequent success in college physics. The apparent 
value of the high school physics course will be al,)-
proached from another point of view presented in the 
next section. 
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~ual±ty of Preliminary Training ~ Shown 
~ the Results of the Examination 
Analysis of the examination papers throws con-
siderable light upon the quality of preparation with 
which the student enters upon his course in college 
physics. Uareful analysis was made for this purpose 
of the 130 papers written by Missouri School of Mines 
Students. This group of students is representative 
of varied types of high schools, consisting as it does 
of students from both rural and urban communities 
scattered among many different states. Of the 130 
students comprising the group, 96 had completed a 
course in physics in the high school, and the entire 
group presumably had completed a course in trigonom-
etry during the freshman year in college. 
Table 18 gives the numb.er of correct and incor-
rect answers and the number of times omitted for some 
selected questions from Parts One and Four of the 
examination. The results from the two groups of stu-
dents, those having high school physics and t hose not 
having high school physiCS, are tabulated separately 
for purposes of comparison. These are typic nl ques-
tions dealing with fundamental physical laws, concepts, 
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and processe~, and are t hought to be representative 
of tile entire examination. 
Table 18 
Student ':i.ccol1lplishment upon Selected Items 
from the EX8.11 ination 
High School Physics No High 8chool Physics 
Item No. No. No. % No. No. No. ~ 











































































































The test items referred to in the first column 




Test Items Referred to in Table 18 
Part One 
1. c ' = 1/2 at"'. Solve for t. u 
2. 1/8mva = mgh. ;:;,implify and solve for v. 
3. Express in symbols: m is pl'oportional to the 
cube of b. . 
( 273.'t!701. 4. Solve (to one decimal place): 120 ~50A75q 
5. What is the mean of 1, 4, 0, 5, 5? 
6. Expre ss in symbols: P1 is to P 2 a s V2 is to V1 • 
Part Four 
. (lllul tiple answers from which the best is to be chosen) 
1. A common unit of mass is the {I) liter, (2) 
cubic foot, (3) centimeter, (4) gram, (5) erg. 
2. The quantity cOITllli.only indicated by 'g' is (1) 
accelera tion of gravity, (2) gas constant, 
(3) ionization constant of gases, (4) universal 
gravitational constant, {5} temperature gradient. 
5. The ampere is the unit used for expressing (1) 
resistance) (2) electric current, (3) electrical 
conductance, (4) electromotive force, (5) pot en-
tial gradient. 
4. The time rate of change of pos ition of a body 
is known as (1) force, (2) accelera tion , (3) 
speed, (4)rotation, (5) displacement. 
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'1'o.ble l8a, continued 
5 . The quantity of heat liberated by unit ilia~B of 
'I.e.ter upon freezing is called (1) specific heat, 
(~) mechanical eq~ivalent of heat, (3) latent 
heat of fUbion, (4) radiant heat, (5) latent 
heat of vaporization. 
\.). (1'l1e veloc i ty of a body lilUy be expressed in (1) 
foot Ilounds, (;:..,) dynes, (3) grams per second, 
(4) :::lile..., per hour, (5) feet per second per 
second. 
Li ttle conur.ent need be made on the figures given 
above; they speak plainly for themselves. The differ-
ences between the accolUI;lishment of the two groups--
those having physics in high school and those not hav-
ing I)h-:ls ics in high school--are not very great. One 
must conclude that the high school tra i ning in physics 
must be of little value as a foundation for college 
physics. However, it was pointed out earlier in the 
re port ( page 44 ) that in the lower deciles of the 
score range there was a greater per cent of students who 
had not taken physics in high school, while in the higher 
deciles there was a greater per cent of students Yiho had 
taken physics in high school. This may indicate that 
the upper stratum of students do profit from their high 
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school physics course, or it may indicate as stated 
above t hat t ~"ose students electing high school physics 
in general f 211 in t be upper intelligence level groups. 
Obviously, if a student enters upon his college 
physics course unable to fi nd the mean of a set of 
simple observations, or to do the simple mul tipl ica-
tions and divisions neede d for the solution of a prob-
lem. based upon t he general gas equation, or to express 
symbolically a simple proportionality, he must of ne-
cessity s pend a great part of his time in acquiring 
mechanical s k ills and processes, leaving him less time 
for t l1 e acquisition of gen~ral information. What can 
t he stUdent who dees not recognize the simple defini-
tion of speed or a corrm:l.on uni t of veloci t y be expected 
to know of the physics of motionT What does the stu-
dent knoV'} of the physics of heat who does not know the 
meaning of t he latent heat of fusion! Can the student's 
knowl gqge of electricity be very extensive if he does 
not recognize the practical unit of current? It would 
seem from the results of the examination that the teach-
er of college physics may not assume much initial know-
ledge of physics on the part of most of his students. 
This agrees with the conclusion reached by Hanrrnond and 
Stoddard (10) in their study of the Iowa Examinations: 
fI-----we fear-----that the college teacher of physics 
cannot uc sume any beg inning knowledge on the part of 
most of his cl ass . - ------- t his i s t he actual case 
in mos t ins titu tions , and the teaching of physics to 
eng ineering student s is adj usted accor dingl y . " 
.A general idea of the extent of the preliminary 
training of a group may be obtaine d by noting the 
character of the answers to the various test items. 
The respons e to each item was tabulated for t he 
IVlissouri School of Mines group of 130 students. It 
was found that t he results of the twelve selected 
items discussed above were fairly representative of 
the entire examination, except for Part Three. This 
part reQuires no previous preparation except t he 
ability to read fairly difficult text material. The 
summary giving t he right, wrong , an d omitted responses 
is given in Appendix C, as it is deemed rather long 
for inclusion here. 
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Use of the Examination for Prognosis 
Predictive Power of the Exrunination 
The chief purpose for which the examination is 
designed is to predict the quality of future scholas-
tic performance and afford t he instructor a basis for 
sectioning his classes. In order to accomplish t his 
purpose the exac ination must differenti ate sharply 
between students and yield scores over a considerable 
r ange. That it does t his has been previously shown 
(pages 33-35). To be useful for prognosis the dif-
ferences between students detected by the examination 
must be closely associated with the diff erences in 
subsequent accomplisrunent. 
The simplest mechanical procedure for predicting 
is to arrange the test scores in sequence and divide 
them into thirds or quarters, as preferred. A better 
method, perhaps, is to plot t he scores in descending 
order and make arbitrary divisions vihere distinct 
breaks occur in the curve. Fig. 4 gives such a gr aph-
ical representation of the scores made on the exami-
nation by 130 students at the Missouri School of Mines 
and indicates how the curve may be used to divide tbe 
group into three sections. If the examination has 
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any predictive worth, it is to be expected that the 
upper group thus determined will contai n those indi-
viduals who are likely t 0 lead the class in success 
in the sub j ect, while the lower tlhird or fourth should 
contain those students who w ill encounter difficulty 
and are most likely to fail in the course. The valid-
ity of this method of sectioning on the results of 
the placement · examination is well s hown in Table 19, 
which gives the firot semester gr ,: des made by stu-
dents falling in various quarters of the group accord-
ing to placement eX81nination scores. The tabulation 
represents 416 students distributed among the four 
cooperating colleges. 
Table 19 
Distribution of Grades in ~hysics Made by 
Students Falling in Quarters of the Class 
as Determined by Placement Examination 
(Ail figures give per cents) 
Q.uarter of Semester grades Pass 
class ·in in physics 'jb 
placement (A, B) M,I . (C,D) scores E,S 
1 (high) 41.7 52.2 93.9 
2 ------ 18.3 75.6 93.9 
3 ------ 20.0 60.0 80.0 








The above t able inc.icates noticeable scholastic su-
periori ty of' t he upper quarter, scholastic inferiority 
of the low quarter J and medium accomplisr.unent of the 
lYLicldle quarter. This is about the distribution which is 
usually desired or expected in the various secti ons of 
a given class of any size. .b.. similar tabulation :for · 
each school is g iven in Table ~O. 
Table 20 













in Q,uarters of the Class 
(All figures give per cents) 
Semester gre des 
in physics 
Pass 
E,S (A,B) M,I (C,D) 
Missouri School of Mines 
4'7 53 100 
23 '73 96 
14 '76 90 
3 '77 80 
Missouri University 
58 42 100 
11 89 100 
26 63 89 











Table ~O, continued 
i~uarter of >;j emester grades Pass Non-pass 
class in in phys ics 
pl aceli~en t 
scores E,c. (A,B) M,l (C , D) 
Washington University 
1 31 63 94 6 
2 31 51 82 18 
3 23 52 75 25 
4 10 67 77 23 
Central College 
1 20 80, 100 a 
2 10 74 84 16 
3 10 55 65 35 
4 0 55 55 45 
Each section of the above table is quite similar 
to the table representing the composite group in that 
it points out the different abilities of the vruHous 
quarters. The set of papers from Washington Uni versi ty 
affor ds an interesting additional study, inasmuch as 
it represents three groups of students. Two groups of 
approximately fi f ty students each a~e comprised of liber-
al arts and premedical students respectively . The t ~lird 
group, containing approximately one hundred individuals, 
is made up of engineering students. Table 21 shows the 
grade distribution for these three groups. 
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Table 21 
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The engineering group differs somewhat from the 
other two in the grade distribution. The failures are 
more numerous and are not so well concentrated in the 
lower quarters as they are in the ilib.e:ra1 arts and 
premedical groups. The reasons for this are not appar-
ent. The writer is not sufficiently well acquainted 
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y;i th the t hree courses ta i:en by these groups to esti-
In.ate any .·~)rob atle e f eet due to t he content or pre sen-
tation of the courses. The course taken by the engi-
neers contains more material 2~.Y1d leads to more credit 
than the courses t a}<en by the other student::;. 
i, .. no t her C ',JIdl:~on way to determine t he accuracy of 
. prediction is to use the Pearson coefficient of cor-
relation bet':Jeen t wo measures, t lle t wo in t his case 
being the plac 8Lient exan ination scores and the term 
grades. The higher the coefficient, the closer is t he 
agreement between the t~ o corl'el ated ~easutes. ~ co-
efficient of 1.0 represents perfect agreement, 0 re-
present::. just no agreement, and -1.0 represents com-
plete divergence or disagreeffient between the t wo sets 
of Le a sures. Table ;.;;2 gives the values of t his co-
ef~icient for each of t he four groups of papers ob-
taine u. for this study. It rl ill be note cl that t wo val-
ues are given for the 1.iissouri School of l\~ ines group. 
The first is the correlation· coefficient between t he 
placement exa.r:lins.ti on scores and the semester gr ades 
given as per cents, while t he second is the coefficient 
between the placer,ient soares and the semester grades 
expressed in the conventional letter system used by 
the school for expre ss ing final grades. The coeffi-
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cient for t he Central ';ollege 2'"r om" Lakes use of "." 6r 
cent gra des. Th~ ot~ers are based on l e tter grades. 
Table 22 
Pe ar~ on Coeffioients of Correlation bet~ een 
::':lloce:r~elJt KX: ::'J , _i n~:.. ti on ,scores _nd Grades 
Group 
Lissouri ,;;...chool of r.cines 















In interpreting such coefficient s ::l S t hose in the 
above table it must be renembered that the value of 
the coefficient £illSt be de pendent upon what is to be 
predicted. If the eXalll inat ion were to predict actual 
rank of students in the class, as, for example, to say 
that a certain individual should be t hird or seventh 
or t wentieth in a class, a coefficient of .5 perhaps 
is not significant. However, if the t h ing to be pre-
dicted is L1.erelyin what letter group a certain indi-
vidual will . fall, a coefficient of .5 is quite satis-
factory and indic~tes that the placement examination 
may be used with considerable aocuracy in predicting 
soholastic aohievement. (10, page 703) 
Regression Equations for Prediction 
Regression equations may be utilized in predicting 
an individual t s most probable st and.ing in a group of 
measures from his standing in another set of measures. 
A regression equation is the equation of a line express-
ing the dependence of one variable u~onanother. If 
the variables be designated as x and y, the equations of 
the regreSSion lines ill"".y be expressed as 
and x = r _(J~ y 
6Y 
where r is the Pearson coefficient of correlation be-
tween the two measures and rrx and ~y are the standard 
deviations ot.' the two sets of measures. The above 
equations are e xpressed in deviation form. They are 
often more conveniently Qsed when expressed in score 
form. The score form may readily be obtained from the 
deviation form by standard procedure. Thus expressed, 
the equations are 
and 
Y _ yt r;r 
= r ~ (X - X') or Y = 
(j" .• 
x 
r ...i.t... (X - X') + Y' 
cry 
X X' = r ~ (Y - yt) or X = r ~ (Y - Y') + :x. , 
Ox . cry 
where xt and Y' are the means of the two distributions 
and X and Y are any individual x- and y- scores. 
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To set up a regression e~uation for prediction in 
this study, the placement examination results from a 
group of 118 hlissouri School of ~ines students were 
used as the x-variable and the corre'sponding semester_ 
grades as the y-variai:; le. lvleans and sigr!ia s f or the 
t wo sets of data were calcul nted to be 
X' = 85.67, Y' = 76.31, ~x = l~.75, ~ = 9.33. 
The correlation coefficient between the t wo was found 
to be 0.569. Substitution of the se values in the Y 
regression equation stated above gives 
9.33 
Y - 76.31 = .569 ex - 85. 6?) 
which upon simplification gives 
Y = .4l64X + 40.64. 
This equation ,may be used to "predict" the most 
,-
probable score, or term grade, of any individual whose 
score on the placement examination is known. By plot-
ting the line which t his equation represents upon a 
system of coordinate axes in which abs~issae represent 
placement eX81nination scores ",nd ordinates represent 
term grades, the prediction of grades becomes merely 
a mechanical process of reading values from the graph. 
This procedure is illustrated by Fig. 5. 
The above determined regression equation was used 
to predict term grades for each plaoement examination 
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score re presente d in the sets of papers written at 
IvI is :~ ouri University , Washington University, and Cen-
tral College . These predicte d gr ades wer E; t hen COIrl-
pare e. ·'.\ i t h t he earned grades by computing t he corre-
lation coefficients between the t wo sets of marks. 
The resul ts are g i ven in Table 23 . 
Table 23 
Correlat ion between Predicte d Grades and 
Earned Grades 
Institution No. of cases r 
Missouri University 108 .636 + .038 
Washington University:!. 148 .307 + . 050 
Oentral Coll ege 43 .548 + .0'71 
Wa::.h i ngton University" 95 ,.531 + .049 
1Includes all students . 
2Includes liberal arts and premedical students but not 
the eng ineering stUdents. 
The predicted grades were referred to above as 
Itmost probable II . The probable error of these predicted 
grades can be s hown by calculating the standard error of 
estimate, wii. ich may be expressed as 
0"( est.) = tYy Y 1 _ r 2 
where Cf'. is t he standard deviation of the y-distri-y 
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but ion and r is the coefficient of correlation between 
x and y. Substituting the numerical values for r:5'y B,nd 
r gives 
cr(est.) = 9.33VT- .569" = +6 .12 
The significance of this standard error of estim.ate '\vill 
now be discussed. By the use of the regression equation 
a term grade of 82 can be predicte d for un individual 
whose placement exan inat ion score is 100. It Ihay now 
be said that the m:] st l)robable term. grade for t his in-
dividual is 8.8 ', lith a O""(est. )of .±. G.l;:;;, and t hat t he 
chances are 68 to 100 that the actual term grade for 
the individual will fall between the limits of 76 and 88. 
The pred :i. cted gr bde corresponq;ing to a score of 60 on 
the pl c" cement eXal"ination is 65. Then the chances are 
68 in 100 that t he individual scoring 60 will have a 
term grade between the 1 i mi tsar 59 and 71. 
In general, the value of prediction will depend 
upon the size of the error of estimate, the fineness 
of the units of mea surement, a nd the purposes for which 
the prediction is made. The prediction for which this 
examination is devised need nut be exact -- it needs 
only to locate an individual in a given quarter or 
third of his class. In view of t h is fact, consider-
ation of t he fo:r;egoing discussion indic ates tha't the 
examination can be used for prediction with a fair de-
gree or success. 
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In the e~rly pages of this report mention was 
made of t ~le fact that t h e students entering the r;l1ysic:;. 
classes a t the L:issouri· School of l,:ines have completed 
one y ear of college 'dork. This ll!akes ava.i lable gr : de 
averages for use in helping to section a cl a:;.s. Luch 
use can best be effected by building a regr ession equa-
tion invol vin{; three v8.riables whereby a student's most 
probable term grade can be predicted from. his plac.ement 
eXB.Lins.t ien score and his first year scholastic average. 
~ regression equa tion of this sort can be developed by 
the techl' ique of pCArtial correlation. The development 
of such an eQuation is discussed. briefly in summarized 
form below. ':'110 methods used ill obtaining the partial 
':l.ud 2,1111 tiI)le eorr'elations are those discussed in .jta-
tistics in Psychology and Education by Garret (4). 
Subscript nota tion is used to refer to the variables, 
1 being term grades, 2 the grade aver age, and 3 the 
placement score. 
Ltep I. 
(1) Term grades. (2) Grade Averages. (3) Placement 
Ms. = 77.35 
O'"s. z 9.64 
rs.a = .73 
M2 = 1.16 . 
0'.... .73 
I'l.a .... 57 
scores. 
Ma = 8 2 . 2 
(f. = 15.03 
1'2. = .49 
Step II. Calculation of partial coefficients of corre-
lation. 
----------------------- = .628. 
r1.S·Z = ----------------------- = .358 .. 
-Yl- r 2 :1a 
= .132. 
Step III. The regression equations. 
x~ = b:t2'a X2 + b:ta.a xa (Deviation form), 
or X:t. = b u • z X2 + b:1.3"2 Xa (Score form). 
<1':1. • 2 21 
0"2 • :I. 3 
step IV .. Calculation of sigmas. 
~. '2S 0-:1. Vl 2 \/1 r.!1Z'Z 6.13,. = - r 1. Z - = 
o'a • :1 3 = <Ta y'l - r Z221 "-yl - r2 :1 2 . a = .493. 
O's· :t. 2 6':1\ Vl 2 Vl r2:tzo2 IG.~. = - r 23 - = 
::s tep V 0 Regression coe f'ficients and the regression 
equation. 
Substituting for r:t.2' a, r:t3' a, 0-':1 0 23' 6 2 , 1.:5' and. 6 3 ':12 
gives 
b 1z o a = ?81 
-?o-
This gives t he equati0n~ 
~', l. = 7.blx", + ... 1?9xz (Deviation forE!. ) 
enci X l. = 7 . 81Z2 + .179:::0 + 53 .58 ("';co1'e forL1) . 
~tep VI . Calculation of ~he standard error of estiDate. 
6(est. Xl.) = 6l.'~a = ~ 6.13 
FE ( G st . X 1) = . 6745 <11.';(' a = + 4.13 
;.:.;tep VII. The coefficient of Multiple correlation. 
1: <r2 •• 23 R l. • ( 2 3) = 1 - . . --($2 l. . . 
The regression equation is expressed above in 
t ylO forms--the deviation form and t he score form. 
rrhe latter is the more conveni ent of the t '.. o in t hat 
raw sc ores may be used, t hereby avoi ~ing the tedious 
arithmetical calculations necessary before t he devi-
ation form can be applied. By means of t h is equation, 
having at hand a student's grade point average (X2 ) 
and his placement exa.; :lination score (Xa ), one can 
calculate the most proba.ble grade which the indi vi-
dual is likely t o obtain in college physi.cs. Two 
examples will make the use of t he equati on clear. 
Suppose a student has a grade point average of 2.00 
and makes a scor'e of 100 on the placement examination. 
Substi tution of Xa = 2.00 and Xa = 100 in the regress-
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ion equation g ives 
-f,. 
x~ = 7.81 ± 2.00 + .179 x 100 + 53.58 = 87.1. 
Therefore, using the g iven criteria 8S the basis of 
estil:late, the most probable grade this individual is 
likely to receive is 87.1. Again, sup})ose a stu-
dent has a grade point average of 1.00 and a score 
of 75 on the placement exah ination. Substituting 
and ~olving as before, this studentts most probable 
term grade is found to be 74.81. 
The grades predicted above are referred to as 
most probable. 'l'heir reliability lilay be expressed 
by the standard err 01-· of estiuate or the pr obable 
e1'ror o~f estimate given in .:-.. tep VI of the summary 
above. 'rhe predicted term grade of 87.1 has a prob-
able error of estimate of 4.13. Thi::; means that the 
chances are even that thi::; studentts-grade will not 
be lower than 82.97 or higher than 91.23. The relia-
bility of any other grade estimate may be found in 
the same manner. 
The coefficient of multiple correlation, R1 {az), 
is Ilumerically the coefficient of correlation be-
tween the set of measures actually made of a variable 
trait and the set of measures of this variable pre-
dieted by means of the regression equation. Mathe-
matically, Rj,(aa) is the correlation between the de-
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pendent variable (1) and. the tl'iO inde pendent variables 
(~) and (3) taken together. R as obtained above in 
step VII is .772. This means that if the most prob-
able term grades ','tere predicted by the regression 
eCd."Ltat ion 1'or, say, two hundred student~, the corre-
lo.tiol1 between these two hundred predicted grades and 
the two hundred grades actually made by these students 
will be .772. r:Phis, then, is a measure of hoVl closely 
term grades in l)hysics ere relat e d to grade point aver-
ai,;es and placelfient exanination scores taken together. 
Inasmuch as grade point averages were not avail-
able for the students in the cooperating schools tit 
was i ml)Ossible to predict grades by 1£.eans of this re-
gression equation involving two independent variables 
and determL-.e the actual correlation between such pre-
dicte~ grades and earned grades. 
Comparison of the EXalnil18.tion with the 
--- , ----
Jowa Physics Apt i tude Examina t ion 
The Iowa Physics .A.pt l tude Examination wa::.; adr:1.ini-
stered to the Missouri School of Mines group of stu-
dents in order that the results obtained from the 1,:':';1: 
examinat ion might be compared directly with those ob-
tained from a standardized examination. .A. comparison 
of the results is given below. 
The scale unit of the two examinations is differ-
ent. The range for the Iowa examination is 0-1'75; 
that of the MSM examination is 0-126. In order that 
the two sets of data might be more directly comparable, 
the scores on the Iowa ex~ination were expressed in 
terms of the scale of the MSIvI exa.."'Ylination, This was 
done by dividing each Iowa score by the ratio between 
the t wo perfect scores, 1'75/126. 
The scores obtained on the Iowa examination were 
relatively higher, as shown by Table 24 and Fig • .£. 
Both distributions are skewed, but in opPosite direc-
tions. The form of the two c~ves in.Fig~ 6 indicates 
that the MSM examination should be more selective in 
the upper part of the range, while the Iowa examination 
perhap~ should be the more selectige in the lower part 
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of t he range. Consequently, the former s hould be of 
the great s r value in forla i ng a section of superior men. 
Table. 24 
Distribution of Gcores l:~ade on Iowa Physics 
.Aptitude 8.nd kSl:I: Physics Placement EXal'ilina tions 










Frequency of scores 











1 Iowa scores converted, as explained on page 74. 
Measures of central tendency and variability are 
given for the two sets of measures in Table 25. Central 
tendency measure s for the Iowa eXalnination are much 
the larger, as would be expected from Fig. 6, while 




Eeasures of Central Tendency and Variabili ty 



































:I. Converted Iowa scores used. 
Comparison of t he coefficients of correlation 
bet .. veen the placement examination scores and the term 
grades favors the Iowa examination slightly. On the 
other hand, Table 26, showing the distributinn of term 
grades falling in quarters of the class as determined by 
the placement examination scores indicates a slight 
-'7'7-
advant CJge of the LISt. examination for pre d i c tion . 
'rable 26 
Distribut ion of Gra6.es I.'_ade by Students Falling 
in Given Q.uar ters of t h e Class as Deterrr:ined by 
the Iowa Examination and by the l\lSb . lLxaLlination 
(All figures express per cents) 
;~uarter Iowa Examination :MSL: Examination 
of class -:;) c.:: ~-u 1.:- 1 Pass :Non- E C · - u 1..- 1 Pass l'Jon-
pa~s pas :::; 
1 hig h 48 52 100 0 4'7 53 100 0 
2 21 '79 1 00 a 23 '73 96 4 
.3 1 4 58 72 28 14 '76 90 10 
4 l ow '7 86 93 7 3 '77 80 20 
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" TTlI n . '· '.DV • ·' -r . C' · .. ·TC,. U· I N U u~l.LlJli~\ ~,.~ .0 ___ ~l\.j 'L !b 0 t) 
~ survey of attempts at prognosis by neans of 
placement exam.inations revealed that LlUCh w ,~)rk had 
been done with varying success. Such examinations 
~ ere found to be better for prediction of college 
succes;,:, than were ei tller attainment in a ,,-})ecific 
sub j ect or high school ruarks. It wa~ revealed that 
in tell igence eX8.1i1ina tions are superior to ;;;;ub ject-
matter examinations for prediction of general academic 
~uccess but inferior for prediction of attainment in 
specific subjects. 
The Iowa Series of l)lacement Examinations 
appeared. to 18 among t he most highly successful of 
such examinations for the prediction of success in 
specific subjects. 
'1'l1e function of the placement examination and its 
need in the physic:.::. cla sses et the L:issouri School 
of ~ines were pointed out. 
An objective sUbject-matter examination in phys-
ic;,:, wes com:ltructed and adrniniBtered to more than five 
hundred students distributed aIilong several schools. 
The results were carefully studied. From this study 
the following conclusions are drawn: 
1. A range of scores is obtained wbich is 
-79-
suffic iently bro ,', d to lUal-ce the exarninat ion 
selective. It facilitates ~ivision of a 
large cl ass into sections of differing 
abilities. 
2. The rei 1ab i1 i ty and. val idi ty of the examintt-
tion are quite satisfactory. The reliabil-
i ty compare::... favorably vii th the reliabil1 ties 
ot the various Iowa Examinations. 
3. The correlation of the scor ~ s ~ade on t he 
exaLina tiol1 .l i th subsequent achieve: .. ent in 
physic s C )lil :. 3.1'e .s f mor ::.bl y ' ;i t h suc h car r€:-
4. ~he exe~iLatio~ i s ~t least e~~~l i ~ ~ cr-
for t he ; urpose for ~hich it was designed. 
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In this appendix Ill'e includ.ed t '.','o tables vrh ich 
"jere deemec. too l ong for inclus ion i n the text. 
Table 27 
Correct Answers Given for Each Test I tern by 
TVio Groups of liiissour i School of I<ines Students 
(See text above, page 48) 
Test Test Ho. 6f correct Per cent of correct 
part item answers answers 
Ho :..r C; J..J..U. H .;;;'. No I-I . 8 . H.S . 
physics physics phys ics physics 
One 1 30 88 88 . 2 91.5 
..., 
~ 27 81 79.4 84.2 
3 17 60 50.0 6 ~ .4 
4 25 85 73.5 88.4 
5 19 60 55.9 62 .4 
6 1 3 neg . 3 . 2 
7 11 39 32.2 42.8 
8 25 77 '73.5 80.0 
9 31 8'7 91.2 90.8 
10 16 48 47.1 50.0 
11 13 43 38.2 44.7 
12 26 79 76.4 82.2 
13 26 72 76.4 74.9 
14 32 95 94.1 98.8 
15 2'7 76 79.4 '79.0 
16 24 74 70.6 '76.9 
17 6 10 17.7 1 0 .4 
18 13 33 38.1 34.2 
19 6 10 17.7 10.4 
20 14 55 41. 2 5'7.2 
21 20 51 58.8 53.1 
22 28 67 82.3 69.7 
23 21 62 61.7 64.5 
24 1 2 39 35.3 40.6 
25 25 '73 73.5 85.9 
26 13 47 38.2 48.9 
27 12 46 35.3 47.8 
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Table 27, continued 
Test Test No. of correct per cent of correct 
part item answers answers 
No H.S. II . S. .No H.S. H.B. 
physics phys ics physics physics 
One 28 24 71 70.6 73.8 
29 14 56 41.2 58.2 
30 28 75 8B.3 78.2 
Two 1 23 83 67.5 86.4 
2 32 91 94~0 94.'7 
3 21 81 61.7 84.3 
4 23 79 67.5 82.1 
5 30 95 88.2 98.8 
6 21 '78 61.'7 81.2 
7 · 15 38 44.1 39.5 
8 6 56 1'7.6 58.3 
9 29 90 85.2 93.8 
10 19 '77 55.8 79.9 
11 17 60 50.0 62.4 
1B 6 34 17.6 35.3 
13 17 67 50.0 69.7 
14 6 69 17.6 71.7 
15 17 69 50.0 71.7 
16 2 13 5.9 13.5 
17 7 62 L.::. .5 64.5 
18 6 30 17.6 31.2 
19 21 76 61.6 79.1 
20 5 45 14.7 47.8 
~1 20 86 58.8 89.5 
22 8 49 23.4 51.0 
23 31 91 91.;;,; 94.'7 
24 0 9 0 9.4 
25 5 20 14.7 20.8 
26 29 88 85.2 91.5 
27 22 74 64 .. '6 '7'7.2 
28 4 26 11.'7 2'7.1 
29 28 88 82.2 91.5 
30 15 69 44.1 '71.'7 
31 '7 52 20.5 54.1 
32 12 42 35.2 43.7 
33 9 66 26.4 68.6 
34 19 66 55.8 68.6 
Three 1 23 85 6'7,8 88.4 
2 34 93 100.0 96.'7 
3 31 89 91. 2 92.6 
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Table 27, continued 
Test Test No. of correct Per cent of correct 
part item answers answers 
No I I • t:, • 11.3. No H. ,s . T"' c ' . 1 . u. 
physics physics physics physics 
Three 4 32 94 94.1 97.7 
5 29 68 85.2 70.6 
6 27 75 79.3 78.1 
7 28 84 88.2 87.3 
8 31 88 91.2 91.5 
g 15 65 44.1 67.6 
10 2g 94 85.2 97.7 
11 30 ' 82 88.2 85.1 
12 23 78 67.8 81.2 
13 34 go 100.0 100,0 
14 31 87 91.2 90~6 
15 32 87 94.1 90.6 
16 34 96 100.0 100.0 
17 27 82 79.3 85.1 
18 93 97 97.0 95.6 
19 ;' ) (~ 
""'-' 
g2 76.3 9 ;'; .6 
20 32 84 94.1 8'7.3 
81 89 88 8~ .-; v."" 91.5 
S2 I .' . ' 1 87 94.1 90.6 
... "" 
.. ~ r:;'. 01 .-.. ," 91.S 8 £.5 ..... v G O 
" A 
~~ ",,9 £:' ....; 8 5.2 c r-: ~ Vue\" 
83 ~O 91 88.2 94.7 
86 31 86 91.~ 89.5 
87 27 0 ',' 70 r;- 8 5 .1 v .... oJ • V 
28 ;;:.7 84 79.3 87.3 
29 26 89 76.3 9 L.6 
50 19 59 55.8 61.4 
31 2 9 80 85.2 8Z.2 
32 ~5 8 4 73.4 87.3 
Four 1 23 87 67.6 90,0 (j 
,) 
... 14 54 41.~ 56~2 
3 10 79 29.4: 82.1 
4 19 69 55.8 71.7 
5 23 94 67. 3 ,'3 7 .:3 
6 0 r-z. 0 3.1 '-
7 7 31 20.5 32.2 
8 22 81 64.6 84.3 
9 10 36 29.4 37.4 
10 22 68 64.6 70.6 
11 23 77 67 ,:6 79.9 
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Table 27, continued 
Test Test 1"[0. of correct Per cent of correcl; 
part item answers answers 
No E .'::';. 11. s. No 11 .3. II . S . 
physics physics phys ics :physics 
}t'our 12 13 34 38.G 35.4 
13 23 58 6'7.6 60.3 
14 9 41 26.4 42.7 
15 8 2g 23.4 30.1 
16 22 '79 64.6 82.1 
1'7 22 '74 64.6 '7'7.2 
18 3 10 8.8 10.4 
19 6 Qt) 1'7.6 57.3 
20 14 65 41.2 57.3 
21 8 57 -23.4 5g.5 
22 16 '72 47.1 '75.2 
23 4 20 11.'7 20.g 
24 13 58 38.2 60.3 
25 10 38 29.4 39.5 
26 5 28 14.6 29.2 
~'7 11 G2 32.3 2~.9 
28 5 45 14.6 46.9 
;;:,9 8 Ll .-, tv 23.8 44.8 
30 1 4 82.9 4.&::: 
'l'able :-"8 
Right) ",:rong, and Onli tted .answers .A.ppearing 
in a Group of 130 Pe. ::;ers Vlri tten by 
l\~issouri ::'chool of r.: ines wtudents 
(See page 55) 
Part Item Right Wrong Omitted 
One 1 118 11 1 
2 108 19 3 
:3 rhO 38 1§ 
4 110 14 6 
5 79 35 15 
6 4 98 28 
'7 50 58 22 
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Table 28, continued 
Part Item Right \-lr ong Omi tted . 
One 8 102 19 9 
9 118 7 5 
10 64 47 19 
11 56 67 7 
12 105 23 2 
13 98 30 2 
14 127 3 0 
15 103 22 5 
16 98 9 23 
17 24 31 75 
18 46 31 53 
19 16 74 40 
20 6 9 8 53 
21 71 29 30 
22 '15 H~ 38 
23 8:; 17 30 
24 51 46 33 
25 98 19 13 
26 60 41 29 
27 58 50 22 
28 95 7 28 
29 70 18 42 
30 103 3 25 
'1\, 0 1 1 06 ? 1'7 
2 1 23 2 5 
3 102 18 10 
4 102 8 20 
5 125 0 5 
6 99 16 15 
7 53 30 47 
8 62 9 59 
9 119 3 8 
10 9.6 6 28 
11 77 19 34 
12 40 33 57 
13 84 25 21 
14 75 23 32 
15 86 2 42 
16 · 15 10 105 
17 69 22 39 
18 36 29 65 . 
19 97 15 18 
20 51 29 50 
21 106 8 16 
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Table 28, continued 
Part Item Ri ght Wr ong Omitted 
Two 22 5'7 1'7 56 
23 122 1 '7 
24 9 12 109 
25 25 22 85 
26 11'7 8 5 
2'7 96 6 28 
28 30 15 85 
29 116 9 5 
50 84 25 21 
31 5~ 21 50 
32 54 10 66 
35 3 5 '7 48 
34 8 5 0 45 
Three 1 108 9 13 
2 1~ 7 2 1 
3 120 '7 :3 
4 1~6 2 2 
5 97 31 2 
6 102 19 9 
7 112 10 8 
8 :U·9 9 2 
9 80 32 18 
1 0 1 ~~ 0 '7 
11 11 2 12 6 
1 2 101 12 17 
I e <J 150 0 0 
14 118 12 0 
15 119 11 ) 
1 6 13 0 0 0 
17 109 1 2 9 
18 125 5 - 0 
19 118 9 3 
20 116 12 ~ 
21 117 13 0 
22 119 10 1 
23 117 10 3 
24 1 21 2 7 
25 131 3 6 
26 117 5 8 
27 109 11 10 
28 III 5 14 
29 115 4 11 
30 78 31 21 
31 109 4 17 
32 104 11 15 
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Table 28, continued 
Part Item Right Wrong Omitted 
Four 1 110 18 2 
2 68 59 :3 
3 89 41 0 
4 88 31 11 
5 10'7 21 2 
6 3 37 90 
'7 38 45 4'7 
8 103 27 0 
g 46 81 :3 
10 90 33 7 
11 100 30 0 
12 4'7 67 26 
13 81 41 8 
14 50 28 52 
15 37 86 7 
16 101 17 12 
17 96 27 7 
18 13 54 63 
19 61 39 30 
20 69 41 20 
~1 65 34 31 
22 88 37 5 
23 24 27 29 
24 71 46 13 
25 48 50 ~2 
26 33 27 70 
27 55 15 60 
28 50 33 47 
29 51 13 66 
30 10 50 70 
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APPENDIX B 
Glossary of Terms Used 
Norms. Composite scores for comparative purposes. 
Mean. The average of a group of scores. The sum of 
the separate scores divided by the number of 
separate scores. 
Median. The middle soora, or the soore above which 
are one fourth of the scores. 
Upper Quartile ( ~a). \' e\o '*' The score . a-;Q~ whioh are thre-e 
fourths of t rle scores • 
./ 
Lov.-er ~uart ile ( Q, 1). The score telovr y;h ich :Cere one 
f ourth of t he scores. 
Percentile. The p percentile is the score below 
which are p of the scores. The median is t he 
fiftieth percentile; the quartiles are the 
t wenty-fifth and seventy-fifth . 
~uartile deviation (Q). One half of the distance 
between Q~ and Qa for a given distribution. 
~verage deviation (A.D.). The average of the de-
viations of all the measures in a series fram 
the i r mean •. A.D.- i s always ;Larger than Q, . 
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6tandard deviation (S.D. or <1). The square root of the 
average squared deviations of the respective 
measures of a series from t heir arithmetical 
mean. S .D. is always larger t han A.D. 
Coefficient of correlation. An index figure stating the 
degree of relationdlip between two sets of data. 
Placement exarnination. A test used as a criterion tor 
dividing a class into sections. 
Prognostio test. A test w: lich a ttempts to predict sub-
sequent success in a given subject. 
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APPENDIX C 
The Correlation Coefficient and Its Calculation 
The coefficient of correlation is an index figure 
snmmarizing the relationship between two measurements 
of the same group of individuals in much the same way 
that an arithmetic mean summarizes a distribution of 
scores. It gives in a single two- or three-place 
decimal number the amount of relationship existing 
between two more or less lengthy series of marks in-
volving two different variables. 
The formula commonly used for finding the corre-
lation coefficient, designated by r, is 
L.xy 
r = -------
where the x's and yt s are the deviations of the measures 
in the series from their averages and ~ is a sign of 
summation. This formula is cornIllonly known 8 S the Pear-
son t'product moment" formula. There are several 
variants which yield the same arithmetical value for 
r, and various charts and diagrams have been devised 
to simplify the calculations. 
The correlation coefficients given in this study 
were calcul ated by use of the Otis Correlotion Chart 
prepared by Arthur S. Otis and distributed by the World 
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Book Company. The formula upon which thiS chart is 
based is 
r = ----------------------------------~xa - (~XP + NJ [~ya - (~y) a+NJ 
in which Y and X are measures on the two scales, and 
v = y - X. The t hree, 1. , Y, and V, are I,ieasured from 
arbitrary zero points. This is the same formula as 
r = -------------------
2" '\1 a a .... . . · ~x ' ·2.y · · · 
in which v = y - x, and in which x, y, and v are all 
measured from their true means. 
Calculation of a coefficient by meaps of t his 
chHrt is merely a matter of routine hrithmetic after 
the f r equencies of t he sc or e s a r e plott e d . 'L'he pro-
cedure is well ill ustrate d. by the accomp :::.ny ing chart, 
F i g . 7, on wh ich has been calculated t he coef ficient 
of correl ation between t he scores made by 116 ~issouri 
Dni versi ty students aIl d the scores made by t he same 
studentlS on Part Four of the examination. The process 
may be sUITlI,larized briefly as follows • Suitable class 
intervals were chosen for t he two score ranges and 
wri tten in the proper places. A point was pL jtted on 
the diagram for each pair of scores, the hor izontal 
position being determined by the value of t he Part 
Four score an d t h e vertical position by the total 
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soore. The X-, Y-, and V-frequenoies were determined 
by oounting the tallies in the respeotive vertioal, 
horizontal, and diagonal columns. The various parts 
of the general formula were calculated according to 
the instruotions clearly given on the chart itself. 
The order of oomputations is indioatedon the chart 
15y alp:t).abetical designations, A, B, C, eto. 
The magnitude which a given coeffioient of corre-
lation must have in order to be significant depends 
to 80me extent upon the use to which it is to be put. 
The 1'01101':ing sumlLary, taken from 1:easurements in 
Secondary Education, by P. G. i::lymonds, v, ill give a 
general idea of the value w · ~ ich a coefi'icient must 
have to be useful. 
r = 0.90 the oorrelation of' form .b. witt. form B 
of a forty-minute intelligence test in 
high school. 
r = 0.80 the correlation of form A with form B 
of a forty-minute aohievement test in 
high sohool. 
r = 0.70 the correlation of first-semester lllA.rks 
of tb,e same class and same teacher in a 
sohool that has a fairly good system of 
marking. 
r = 0.60 the correlation of an average of elemen-
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tary school marks vi i th an a 1. erage of 
first-year h i gh school marks. 
r = 0.50 the correlation of marks in one academic 
subject in high school with marks in 
another academic subject. 
r = 0.40 the correlation of marks in an academic 
subject with marks on an intelligence 
test. 
Another indication is given by Rugg (6, page 
256), who says, 
"The experience of tllepresent v;ri ()r in exam-
ining Dany correlation tables ~as led ~im to re-
garci correlation as "negligible" or " i ndiffer-
ent!! -.-(cien r is less than .15 to .GO; as be ing 
lipresent but low" vvhen r ranges from .15 or 
.2.0 to .:55 or .40; a s being Jfmarl~edly present II 
or "mar-ked" when r ranges from .35 or .40 to 
.50 or .60; as being ifhighfl vvli 2, n it is above 
.60 or .70. With the present limitations on 
educational testing few correlations in testing 
will run above .70, and it is safe to regard 
thi s as a very high coefficient." 
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(Surna.ue ) (Initials) 
Sex: __ Age: · 
High SCh991 attended: City: 
Have you had Q course in pl1ystcs in hi E::~h sC:100l? 
Test administered a t on 
TDa"te) 
-_ ... -... - ._ .. _---_.-,.--_ ._- .. ' -.~ ... - ~~ - ,- -. -- ". . .'_ . ---. . -.-- ... -.- ---. ---_ .. _-------
- .'-'._ ... - ._. ... .-.. --- ._---- -- . ,_. --- - ' _ .• , . _ .. 
SCORING DATA 
Allowable time. 50 min.utes. MaX:UllUIG. }:>ossible score: 126 
Division of tiL:e: ,student's score: 
Dovor page ...•.•• 1 mi::rtlte. ~i [;ht 'vVrong Omit 0core 
Part 1 ....... . . .. 14 IT Fo.rt 1 
Part 2 . • • . • • • • . . • 8 'I Part 2 
Part 3 ••••••.•• .• l5 II Part 3 
Part 4 •••••.•• • .•• 10 I ; Part 4 
Transitions •••••• n (:., 'I Totals 
----=-~-- -.--.. -------------
Copyrighted 1930 by John IlL. Willson. 
All rights reserved. 
Ackn~wledgment: The selections used in Part 3 were chosen from 
Anderson's PHYBICS FOR TECHltICiU, STUDENTS, publ i.she d by McGraw-
. Hlll Book Company. Used by permission. 
P.bRT ONE 
DIRECTIONS: Place the answer to each question on the corresponding dotted line 13.t 
the right. Use blan..lc spaces on the page for necesscrry figuring. You have 1.4 
minutes :for Part tine. 
SAMPLE: 2x:. 6. What doe s x equal? 
1. W = Fd. Solve for d. 
2. What is one eight~ of s0vea? 
1 2 3. S ; ~t Solve for t. 
4. a3 = 8. Express a "ithout using Tadicqls~ 
5. R is less tha~ S. R f S = S f 6. Does B equal 6? 
6. Express in s~bols: m is proportional to the cube of d. 
7. ~v2 :: mg.h. Simplify and sol VEl for v. 
8... If x f l :: y f 2 , is x Inrg0T or Slllaller than y? 
a Co. 
g. Express in syrn-(,ols: PI is to P2 as V2 is to Vl 
1~. Add: 1. f 1 • 
x Y 
11. x2 is less than y. Cen x be grea ter than y? 
12. Which expression is imaginnry: 
13. Multiply 2.5 x 2 by 3 x o. 
14. Wnat is one-half of one-fourth? 
15. m :. Elit. Solve for e. 
16. -flhat is the reciprocal of ~ ? 
a 
"/a-, -Va, -y'l, Y-2b 
3 
1. __ _ 
., 
""---
3. __ _ 
4. ___ _ 
5. __ _ 
6. ___ _ 
7. ,---__ _ 
8. 
9. ____ -
18. ___ _ 
11. ___ _ 
? 12. ___ _ 
13. ____ _ 
14. ___ _ 
15. ___ _ 
16. ___ _ 
!17. Solve (to one de~im31 place): 17. _____ _ 
, 
\18. ';'fuat is the mean of ,.<-, 4, C, 5, 5? 18. ___ _ 
I 
19. ~ is less tha~ B. Is the mean of ~ and B less than B? 
-2 2 20. F = 4// n rm. Solve for r. 
21. Write with an exponeut: \/ x - y 
22 • .Add the next two terms to the series: l60, 80, 40, 20. 
23. The reciprocal of a number is a. What is the number? 
2 
24. C f 1 = 0. What is the value of c? 
25. What does Q equal? 5 
26. What is the cube of 4xy2? 
27. What does ~ equal? 
28. 
EO_ 
andE is 220, what is the value 01' R? I ::. R. 11' I 18 lO 
29. R:\T how much doe s B exceed .J. if A=B - C? 
30. Write as a decimal frcction: 3/4 
19 • . ___ _ 
20. _. __ _ 
21. ____ _ 
22. 
23._---
24. ____ _ 
25.~ __ 
26. ___ _ 
27. __ _ 
28. ____ _ 
29. ___ _ 
30. __ _ 
Maxim~~c~;e: -T-~~-;~c~e; --;;~ -;:~·s;~-~es How score;:-- -I-~c~r-e-:-.-- ..... _-J. 
30 Rignt: Wrong: Omi t: NUmber ri.srllt 
--~---------=------~-------------------+ 
PART TOO 
DffiErlTIONS: Below are sketche s and diagrams representing various physical devices 
or principles used in engineering practice. Each sketch is numbered. To the 
right is a list of the principles or devices illustrated. Cn the blank preceding 
the name write the number .f the sketch illustrating it. You will find it helpful 
to cross out each sketch as it is identified. You have 8 minutes for Part Two. 
SAMPLE: Sketch 12 is a simple pendulum. Hence, place the number 12 on the blank 
hefore the name, as sho~n to the right. 
i 6 7 18 r:;.--...., 9 ! \~ I ,'1'\ , 1,('\, ! 
I \ ---~- / -t (- \! =::!:->----r~ I 
! ~. ~ r---=Tb' .~j~/. ~, 
"'. \Y ,I . I ~·-~~i i ~.Z;~-/~~ 
111 "'", -hr-'----+1~'~~_:----+i4 ~::;:,. 
! ,... I ill/ II (( 1J.t! I-:-O:=-j I -===. , 
! 0/ /\\ I I i !t-~.-\.' i '--~~~ \ I I : :L' ' I .-; 
1- '¥ -I i ~~ 'I \'-.,,--- -'" ~D ~ INS 
10 
2-r- --'- '--
I, /" . :~.~.! i~/ .. 1;;J1 I ~. · ~. F L~~\-~._·_' ~ 
. ! :. I I ::.-r Ti[~-', ~' ! ~Wj/":; . I ...L ,'I -,r"f'-.Lt-=_-:-':-I \' I // - '~ tW- ~ .. - . :~ ¢ii I:: £..-_~I \.,1 ~ 
f 11\ l '} : I . , i 
Name 
12 Simple pendulum 
1 Lever 
2 Block and tackle 
3 __ . Electromagnet 
4 Beam balance 
5 Siphon 
6 Double convex lens 
7 ___ Torsion pendulum 
8 __ Electroscope 
9 " _ Permanent magnet 
10 Voltai c cell 
11 yernier 
12 __ Stable equilibrum 
13 ___ Lift pump 14 __ Refracting prism 
15 __ Centrifugal gover-
16 Solenoid nor 
17 __ Reflecting prism 
18 Unstable equilibrum i 21 i' ··l \ 1.0 122 -. +-:::12=-3 - 24 I 2 5/cb/ 1/ (~-I ~---\. ,I r·-j l j t'1 'J 20 Cells in series I " Gd<;.j '""',.j I 6--::~~~ I I I r ! , 
_ .... . 21__ Inclined plane 
! ;2.° I ~ I' . __ .. ,j\t'\.r----1 22 .. _ Force diagram 
19 Double concave lens 
I ~()o . I ti . __ +=c....:=:...=~ --~ 23 _ Wedge 
·,!11 . ~\!27lI111 1128 .' 100" 30 24 Atwood's machine i \ . - . ~ I.... 25 __ Manometer gauge lu ~ -~. i ~ ~~ ~ 'I 26 ._- Oentigrade thermo:m-
i ~~ i L ~Ll ~:~_-_ =:::: bri::r 
j 31 _ _ qc;.'i< .3~2 _ "" ', 33 ~ . 34 IT 35 29 _onhei t th-=-
i.: b!.~~ , ~1IF~~~~ te ~ 1 :~--- ~:~~: ~::arallel 
! -- - -::. 1----I II ' 32 __ Dipping needle l j ~- ~; I L:1~-l - . -~--.~-. \~-£!::j . J~r 33 -- Oapillary colunm 
- - i . -1.. _. I _. __ ._ 34 Ball nozzle , I Max~ Score: ~ 4 i _. Ch~-;cter of respons-e-s---r-H-o-w sc-o-r-e-d-:--""--S-co;;;- - . - .---- I 
I i Right: Wrong: Omit: Number right 
DIRECTIONS: This section consists of selections from ~ ~tandard college text in 
physics. To the right are a number ~f statements which mayor may not be true. 
Read each selection and. compare the statements with th0 material in the seleeM.on. 
If the statement is true, place 1'1 T on the dotted line following it; if' fait;e, 
place auF on the dotted line. DO NOT GUESS. Part Tbree ~ontains two pages; go 
on to the second without interruption. You have 15 minutes for Part Three. 
1. F.ARADAY'S ICE-PAIL EXPERn,1El\TT. 
The experiment rece.ived this name because 
Faraday happened to use an ice-pail in perfolnn 
ing the experiment the first time. Any 
hollow conductor, such as B (Fig. 1), would 
have answered equally as wGll. E is a gold-
leaf electroscope connected to B by a wire. 
In the top of B is an opening large enough 
to admit the charged Dody A. If A is posi-
tively charged, then, as it is brought 'near 
the uncharged, insulated vessel B, electrical 
separation takes pla~p" the negative being 
attracted and the positive repelled. A 
small part of the repelled positive charge 
passes to the electroscope and causes the 
leaves to separate. As s~on as A is well in 
the vessel », the leaves cease to separate 
farther, and simply remain stationary as A 
is moved ahout within B. 
1. Any deep hollow con-
ductor with a small 
opening may he used 
in this experiment. 
2. The materials for 
this experiment must 
be cooled by ice. 
3. As discussed, the 
~od7 A carries a 
positive charge. 
4. An electroscope is 
indicated DY E in 
the diagram. 
5. If A is moved a"bout 
in B, the leaves of 
the electroscope 
remain stationary. 
6. The induced charge on 
the inside of the pail 
is equal to the charge 
on A(neglecting sign). 
7. The induced charge on 
the outside of the pail 
is greater than that on 
the inside of the pail 
(neglecting sign). 
8. If A.. is withdrawn 
without touching B, 
the leaves of the 
electroscope collapse. __ _ 
9. Collapse of the leaves 
proves that the charge 
has "been lost. 
10. The leaves of this 
electroscope arc made 
of aluminum. 
It will now be shown that the charge fQ 
on A, the induced charge -Q' on the inside 
of B, and the induced charge !Q" on the out-
side of B are all equal. That the charges Q,' 
and Q," are equal (disregarding sign) is 
shown by- the fact that, if A is wi thdrawn 
without coming in contact with B, the gold 
leaves col~apse, for, if Q' were (say) -10 
and Q" were f~l, there would te oue f unit 
not ~eutralized, and the leaves would still 
diverge slightly. If, on the other hand, A 
is lowered until it touches the bottom or ~, 
the leaves neither rise nor fall. This fact 
shows that Q, equals Q', numerically, since 
they just neutralize each other and leave 
11. If A is lowered to 
Q." unchanged. . 
12. 
touch the bottom of B, 
the leaves of the 
electroscope collapse. __ _ 
Negative charges are 
attracted by A, while 
po~it1ve charges are 
repelled. 
(Go on to next page) 
SECOND PAGE, FliRT TEREE 
2. The energy ('If a body may 1e defined as 
the ability of a bcdy to do w~rk. The 
potential en.ergy of a lH"Idy is its acili ty 
to do work by virtue of its position ~r 
c~ndition. The kineti~ energy of a body 
is tts ability to do work by virtue t)f it::;; 
m3tion. Energy may ~e transformed from 
potential to kinetic energy ffild vi~e versa, 
~r from kinetic energy into heat, or by a 
suitable heat engine, e.g., the steam 
engine, from heat into kinetic energy, tut 
whatever transformation is experienced, in 
a technical sense, none is lost. In prac-
tice, energy is lest, as f~ as useful 
work is concerned, in the operation of all 
machines, tr~ough friction of bearings, etc. 
This energy is spent in overcoming friction. 
It is not actually lost, but is transformed 
into heat energy which cannot te profitably 
reconverted into mechanical energy. In 
all cases of energy transformations, the 
energy in the new form is exactly equ.al in 
magnitude to the energy in the old form. 
This fact, that energy can neither be 
created nor destroyed, is referred to a~ 
the law of the r.onservati04 of Energy. 
3. ~ electron theory. According to this 
theory, now generally accepted, electricity 
is corpuscular in its nature. Indeed, it 
may be said that electricity consists of 
negatively charged particles, the electrons, 
each of which has a mass about 1/1845 that 
of the hydrogen atom. Streams of these 
electrons constitute the jJ -rays (beta rays) 
emitted by radioactive sU8stancos, and they 
also constitute the cathode rays which give 
rise to the x-rays. Tne"r" -rays (g8!TIl'D.a rays) 
which accompanyp -rayp, and also the x-rays, 
are rad.iations.rof exceedingly short wave 
length. The electrons, as they rapidly 
revolve about the atoms, are also co~sidered 
to be the ultimate source of the ether vi-
brations in radiation. According to the 
electron theory, an excess of electrons 
upon a body causes the body to be negatively 
charged; a deficiency, positively charged. 
.tl.a uncharged or neutral hody has its normal 
supply of electrons. It is of interest to 
know that the charge on the electron has 
?een measured and th~t unit negative charge 
18 equal to 2.1 x 10 electrons. 
!Maximum Score: Character of responses 
! 32 right: wrong: omit: 
JHow soored: 
~mn.ber right Score: 
1. Energy of a body is 
the a~ility of the 
bcdy to do work. 
2. A hody has only one 
kind of energy. 
3. Kinetic en~rgy is 
abili ty to do work hy 
virtue of position. 
4. Energy may he trans-
formed from potential 
into kinetic anergy. 
5. Heat converts energy 
int6 friction. 
6. A steam engine con-
verts heat into ki-
netic energy. 
7. The amount ()f energy 
in existence is con-
stant. 
C. Energy used in over-
coming friction is 
destroyed. 
Q. Potential energy is 
the ability to do work 
by virtue cf motion. 
l~. The magnitude of energy 
after transformation is 
less than the magnitudo 
cefore transfQrmation. ____ __ 
1. According to the 
electron theory, elec-
tricity consists of 
negatively charged 
particles. 
2. A negative electric 
charge results when 
a body has an excess 
of electrons. 
3. Tho chffi~ge on an elec-
tron has peen measured. 
;..;...----
4. streams of ele..:tl'ons 
known as cathod0 rays 
are the cause cf x-rays. 
---5. .An unchargod "body 
lacks some electrons. 
6. Electricity is gen-
erally a~cepted to .e 
corpuscular in nature. ___ _ 
7. The electron is larger 
than the hydrogen at.m..;;;.... __ 
9. Elo(:tl"on..c; arc caused 
hy ether vibrati.ns. 
9. Elc~trons revolve rapidly 
ffi'ound tho atoms. 
10. A positively charged 
body has the normal 
number of olClct:r·on~. 
DIRECTIONS: Read each question and select the best answer from the five given. 
Place the number of this answer on ,the line at the rigl1t, as shown in the sample. 
This part consists of t~o pages; go on to the second without interruption. You 
have 10 minutes for Part Four. 
SM.WLES: 1. Andle is most nearly (1) 1000 yards, (2) 20CO yards, 













2. The unit for measuring electrical resistance is (1) 
ampere, (2} wutt, (3) volt, (4) erg, (5) ohm. 5 
The measure nearest the yard in length is the (1) millimeter, (2) 
centimeter, (3) meter, (4) foot, (5) rod. 
A common unit of mass is the (1) liter, (2) cubic foot, (3) centi-
meter, (4) gram, (5) erg. 
Three forces acting at an angle may be replaced by a single force 
producing the sa.";le eff':3ct. This force 1s called a (1) component, 
(2) equilibrant, (3) resultant, (4) diagonal, (5) force polygon. 
Light which passes through an ordinary prism is (1) po1arizsd, (2) 
diffused, (3) refracted, (4) reflected, (5) absorbed. 
The freezing goint on the Centigrade thermometer is (1) 0°, (2) 
2120 , (3) 100 , (4) -2130 , (5) 32°. 
A device involving Bernoulli's principle is the (1) siphon, (2) 
hygrometer, (3) electrophorus, (4) interferometer, (5) atomizer. 
The quantity commonly indiceted by "g" is the (1) acceleration 01" 
gravity, (2) gas constant, (3) ionization constant of gases, (4) 
universal graVitational const~nt, (5) tem~eratu~e gradient. 
.An instrument often used to meo.S1..ITe the density of liquids is a 
(1) hygrometer, (2) barometer, (3) anemomotsl', (4) hydrometer, 
(5) pedometer. 
The ve10ci~ 01" a body may be expressed in (1) ~oot pounds, (2) 
dynes, (3) grams per second, (4) miles per hour, (5) feet per 
second per second. 
The transfer of an electric current tbrough a lic;.uid is called (1) 
transmission, (2) conductance, (3) magnetism, (4) penetration, 
(5) permeability. 
The qu~ntity of heat in a body is measured in (1) degrees, (2) 
-,vatts, (3) calories, (4) coulombs, (5) poundals. 
12. .A..."l object i s pl~-3..ced outside the center of curvature of a concave 
mirror. The image formed is (1) virtual, (2) uprL,!ht, (3) larger than 
the 0 bj ect, (4) smaller thi':.n the ob ject, (5) s1 tuat 8dbehind the 
mirror. 
13. The ampere is th3 uni t used for expressing (1) resistance, (2) 
electric current, (3) 01ectricQl conductance, (4) electromotive 
force, (5) potential gradient. 
14. Vectors aT'e distinguished from scalars by having (1) length, (2) 
magnitude, (3) mass, (4) direction, (5) force. 












The time rate of change of position of a body is knoun as (1) force, 
(2) acceleration, (3) speed, (4) rotation, (5) displa.cement. 
The kilometer corresponds most closely in length to the (1) foot, 
(2) yard, (3) rod, (4) mile, (5) inch. 
Energy possessed by virtue of motion is called (1) potential, (2) 
latent, (3) free, (4) kinetic, (5) stntlc. 
Lines plotting relationship tetneen pressure and volume are called 
(1) isotherms, (2) isobars, (3) components, (4) isoclinic lines, 
(5) critical lines. 
Heat can pass through a vacuum only by' (1) capillnrity, (2) 
conduction, (3) convection, (4) radiation, (5) absorption. 
The speed of sound in air is approximately (1) 1080 feet per second, 
(2) 186,000 miles per second, (3) 980 centimeters per second, (4) 
32 feet per second, (5) 300,000 kilometers per second • 
.A man Vlhose neme is associated 7)'i th falling bodies is (1) '.1att, (2) 
Galileo, (3) Faraday, (4) Archimedes, (5) Copernicus. 
o o' 0 0 Ice melts at (1) 30°F, (2) 30 C, (3) 212 F, (4) 32 F, (5) 32 C. 
The stress commonly experienced by a ra.f'ter in a building is a (1) 
shear, (2) tension, (3) compression, (4) twist, (5) tor'lue. 
An instrument used to detect electric charges is the (1) spectro-
scope, (2) electroscope, (3) voltmeter, (4) dynamometer, (5) polari-
scope. 
The 'luantity of heat liberated by unit mass of water upon freezing 
is called (1) specific heat, (2) mechanicnl eQuivalent of heat, (3) 
latent he~t of fUSion, (4) r.adiant heat, (5) l&tent heat of vapori-
zation. 
26. A manometer gouge measures (1) depth, (2) speed, (3) density, (4) 
pressure, (5) temperature. 
27. A 150-lb. man climbs to a height of 20 f'eet in five seconds. The 
foot-pounds of 'J1Ork done arc (1) 150, (2) 20, (3) 100, (4) 3000, 
(5) 750. 
28. The time rate of change of speed of a bcey is called (1) force (2) 
momentum, (3) velocity, (4) &cceleration, (5) force of'restitution. 
29. The acceleration o~ gravity in feet per second per second is approxi-
mately (1) 9S0, (2) 4.187, (3) 772, (4) 2.54, (5) 32. 
30. The unito~ eleetrical capacitance is called the (1) dyne, (2) 
coulomb, (3) ampere, (4) farad, (5) watt. 
